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Abstract

In order to accommodate the ever-growing data from various, possibly independent, sources and the dynamic nature of data
usage rates in practical applications, modern cloud data storage systems are required to be scalable, flexible, and heterogeneous.
The recent rise of the blockchain technology is also moving various information systems towards decentralization to achieve high
privacy at low costs. While codes with hierarchical locality have been intensively studied in the context of centralized cloud storage
due to their effectiveness in reducing the average reading time, those for decentralized storage networks (DSNs) have not yet been
discussed. In this paper, we propose a joint coding scheme where each node receives extra protection through the cooperation
with nodes in its neighborhood in a heterogeneous DSN with any given topology. This work extends and subsumes our prior
work on coding for centralized cloud storage. In particular, our proposed construction not only preserves desirable properties such
as scalability and flexibility, which are critical in dynamic networks, but also adapts to arbitrary topologies, a property that is
essential in DSNs but has been overlooked in existing works.

Index Terms

Joint hierarchical coding, cooperative data protection, decentralized storage networks, scalability, flexibility.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN response to the rapidly growing demand of data management, cloud storage such as Microsoft Azure and Amazon Web
Services have become among the most widely deployed public cloud services. In these centralized cloud services, a tech

giant takes full custodianship over data of all its customers; this situation can result in expensive infrastructure maintenance
and may lead to privacy violations. Decentralized storage networks (DSNs) such as Storj [3], in which no entity is solely
responsible for all data, have emerged as a secure and economic alternative to centralized cloud services. DSNs are believed
to be economically attractive since extra capacity can be afforded by utilizing idle storage space on devices at the edge of
the network. Despite all advantages of decentralization, practical management of personal devices also faces challenges from
component failures, high churn rates, heterogeneous bandwidths and link speeds, in addition to dynamic node balancing for
content delivery of hot files [3]. While erasure correction (EC) codes are widely used to combat component failures, EC
schemes that address the aforementioned issues are relatively overlooked. In this paper, we propose EC solutions that are
tailored to tackle those challenges pertaining to DSNs.

Latency and reliability are among the most critical factors that customers care about in cloud storage. However, DSNs
naturally impose numerous challenges on simultaneously maintaining low latency and high reliability. EC solutions with large
block lengths are more resilient to large weight errors, but they simultaneously slow down the recovery for the more frequent
cases where only few erasures occur. To reach a better trade-off between data reliability and latency, codes enabling multi-level
access are desired. In these codes, any node is allowed to access different sets of helper nodes to retrieve the data, where the
sizes of the sets get reduced if the number of erasures to be recovered is small enough. This architecture is referred to as codes
with hierarchical localities. While hierarchical coding in the context of centralized storage [1], [4]–[11] has been intensively
studied, codes for DSNs have been mostly discussed without considering localities [12]–[14].

More recently, codes with localities in multi-rack storage, a special case of DSNs, have also been investigated, where either
the system is considered to be homogeneous [15]–[18], or the network topology has a simple structure [19], [20]. However,
DSNs typically have more sophisticated topologies characterized by heterogeneity among bandwidths of communication links
and erasure statistics of nodes due to the arbitrary and dynamic nature of practical networks [20]–[24]. Instead of solutions for
simplified models, schemes that fit into any topology (a property referred to as topology-adaptivity later on) with customizable
data lengths and redundancies are desired to exploit the existing resources.

Another major challenge for DSNs comes from the high churn rate, namely, participants join the network and leave without
a predictable pattern. Therefore, it is essential for a DSN to enable its organic growth, i.e., enable expanding the backbone
network to accommodate additional node operators, without rebuilding the entire infrastructure [25]; this property is referred to
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Fig. 1. Decentralized storage network (DSN). For the cluster with the master node vi, message mi is encoded to ci, and symbols of ci are stored distributively
among non-master nodes that are locally connected to vi. In the figures after Fig. 1, we omit the local non-master nodes for clarity of figures.

as scalability. Moreover, data stored at certain nodes occasionally become hotter than anticipated, and the download rate can
thus exceed the bandwidth limit. In such a scenario, dynamic node balancing is required for content delivery to reach a lower
latency. In particular, the cloud (node) should be split into smaller clouds without worsening the global erasure correction
capability or changing the remaining components. This property is referred to as flexibility and has been firstly investigated for
dynamic data storage systems under the discussion of the so-called sum-rank codes [26]. However, sum-rank codes require a
Galois field size that grows exponentially with the maximum local block length, which is a major obstacle to being implemented
in real world applications [26].

In this paper, we strategically combine hierarchical locality and topological properties of a DSN. We develop a hierarchical
coding scheme that is topologically-adaptive. The scheme is built upon our prior work on centralized cloud storage [1] and
preserves desirable properties including scalability and flexibility. The Galois field size of this scheme grows linearly with the
local block length. Our proposed coding scheme enables joint encoding and decoding of the data stored at all nodes such that
nodes in a neighborhood cooperatively protect and validate their stored data collectively in the DSN. Cooperation in DSNs
further improves the reliability since information propagates from more reliable nodes to less reliable nodes through paths
connecting them.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the DSN model and necessary preliminaries. In
Section III, we define erasure correction (EC) hierarchies as well as their depth to systematically describe the maximal number
of recoverable erasures corresponding to different access levels. We present a coding scheme with depth 1 that results in a better
recovery speed compared with existing schemes that are not topologically-adaptive [19], [20]. We also discuss the recoverable
erasure patterns of the proposed construction and show that our scheme enables correction of erasure patterns relevant to DSNs.
In Section IV, we extend the single-level construction (depth 1) to have higher-level cooperation. In the hierarchical scheme, the
cooperation between nodes in the DSN is described by the so-called cooperation graphs. We also present sufficient conditions
on any graph to be a cooperation graph, and refer to graphs satisfying these conditions as compatible graphs. In Section V,
we first present an algorithm that searches for a cooperation graph on any DSN with a given topology. Next, we show that
our coding scheme supports scalability and flexibility. Finally, we summarize our results in Section VI.

II. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we discuss the model and mathematical representation of a DSN, as well as necessary preliminaries.
Throughout the remainder of this paper, [N ] refers to {1, 2, . . . , N}. For a vector v of length n, vi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, represents the
i-th component of v, and v [a : b] = (va, . . . , vb). For a matrix M of size a× b, M [i1 : i2, j1 : j2] represents the sub-matrix
M′ of M such that (M′)i−i1+1,j−j1+1 = (M)i,j , i ∈ [i1 : i2], j ∈ [j1 : j2]. For vectors u and v of the same length p, u � v
and u ≺ v means ui > vi and ui < vi, for all i ∈ [p], respectively; u � v and u � v means ui ≥ vi and ui ≤ vi, for all
i ∈ [p], respectively. For any m,n ∈ N, an identity matrix of size n× n is denoted by In, and a zero matrix of size m× n is
denoted by 0m×n. For any q ∈ N, GF(q) refers to a Galois field with size q. In this paper, we constrain q to be a power of 2.

A. Decentralized Storage Network

In a DSN, nodes are typically partitioned into distributed clusters of nodes, where each cluster has a “master node” that
functions in this cluster similar to that of a central node in a centralized network, which is what the “decentralization” refers
to. As shown in Fig. 1, each master node, represented by big bold-colored nodes, communicates with both its neighboring
master nodes and other nodes in the cluster it belongs to, whereas each non-master node, represented by small light-colored
nodes, only communicates with the master node of the cluster it belongs to. For the cluster with the master node vi, message
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mi is encoded to ci, and symbols of ci are stored distributively among non-master nodes that are locally connected to vi. For
clarity and simplicity of figures and notation, we omit the non-master nodes in figures after Fig. 1. We then refer to master
nodes and the communication links among them by “nodes” and “edges”, respectively, in the remainder of this paper.

As shown in Fig. 1, a DSN is modeled as a graph G(V,E), where V and E denote the set of nodes (master only) and edges,
respectively. Codewords are stored among the nodes in a cluster. A failed node in a cluster is regarded as an erased symbol
in the codeword stored at this cluster. A cluster is represented in G by its master node vi ∈ V solely. Each edge ei,j ∈ E
represents a communication link connecting node vi and node vj , through which vi and vj are allowed to exchange information.
Denote the set of all neighbors of node vi by Ni, e.g., Ni = {vj1 , vj2 , vj3} in Fig. 1, and refer to it as the neighborhood
of node vi. Messages {mi}vi∈V are jointly encoded as {ci}vi∈V , and ci is stored at the cluster of nodes containing vi. For
simplicity, we instead say “ci is stored at node vi” in the rest of the paper.

For a DSN denoted by G(V,E), let p = |V |. Suppose G is associated with a tuple (n,k, r) ∈ (Np)3, where k, r � 0 and
n = k + r. Note that ki represents the length of the message mi associated with vi ∈ V ; ni and ri denote the length of
ci stored at vi and its syndrome, respectively. Let m = (m1,m2, . . . ,mp), and c = (c1, c2, . . . , cp). A set C is called an
(n, k, d)q-code if C ⊂ GF(q)n, dim(C) = k, and min

c,c′∈C,c6=c′
dH(c, c′)− 1 = d, where dH refers to the Hamming distance. We

next define a family of codes with double-level access. Note that our discussion is restricted to linear block codes.

B. Cauchy Matrices

Before we describe the constructions in detail, we first introduce the so-called Cauchy matrices that are used as major
components in the generator matrices of our codes. Codes based on Cauchy matrices, the so-called Cauchy Reed-Solomon
(CRS) codes, have been studied in [27], [28]. CRS codes present desirable properties, as discussed later, and have been proposed
to be applied to distributed storage systems in [29], [30]. In our work, we further exploit the scaling property of CRS codes,
which makes them an ideal choice to accommodate hierarchical access on arbitrarily deployed nodes in DSNs.

Definition 1. (Cauchy matrix) Let s, t ∈ N and GF(q) be a Galois field of size q. Suppose a1, . . . , as, b1, . . . , bt are s + t
distinct elements in GF(q). The following matrix is known as a Cauchy matrix,

1
a1−b1

1
a1−b2 . . . 1

a1−bt
1

a2−b1
1

a2−b2 . . . 1
a2−bt

...
...

. . .
...

1
as−b1

1
as−b2 . . . 1

as−bt

 .
We denote this matrix by Y(a1, . . . , as; b1, . . . , bt), and refer to sequences (a1, a2, . . . , as), (b1, b2, . . . , bt) as the row indicator
and the column indicator of the specified Cauchy matrix, respectively.

Cauchy matrices possess desirable properties that make them an ideal alternative to Vandermonde matrices, the major
components of the parity-check matrices of Reed-Solomon (RS) codes, as the parity-computing (non-systematic) components in
systematic generator matrices of some maximum distance separable (MDS) codes with low encoding and decoding complexities
[29]. Cauchy matrices are totally invertible, i.e., every square sub-matrix of a Cauchy matrix is invertible. Therefore,
horizontally concatenating a Cauchy matrix with another Cauchy matrix having an identical row indicator but a non-overlapping
column indicator results in a third Cauchy matrix. Similarly, vertically concatenating a Cauchy matrix with another Cauchy
matrix having an identical column indicator but a non-overlapping row indicator also results in a third Cauchy matrix. This
property, referred to as the scaling property previously, is desirable for hierarchical access in topology-adaptive DSNs. Moreover,
Lemma 1 presents another useful property about Cauchy matrices, which will be used repeatedly in this paper.

Lemma 1. Let s, t, r ∈ N such that t − s < r ≤ t, and A ∈ GF(q)s×t. If A is a Cauchy matrix, then the following matrix
M is a parity-check matrix of an (s+ r, s+ r − t, t+ 1)q-code1,

M =

[
A

−Ir 0r×(t−r)

]T
.

Proof. The parity-check matrix of an (s+r, s+r− t, t+1)q-code satisfies the property that every t columns of this matrix are
linearly independent. Therefore, we only need to prove that every t rows of MT are linearly independent. We prove Lemma 1
by contradiction. Suppose there exist t rows from MT that are linearly dependent. Suppose a of these linearly dependent
rows r1, r2, . . . , ra are from A, and the other t− a rows ra+1, ra+2, . . . , rt are from

[
−Ir 0r×(t−r)

]
, where 0 ≤ t− a ≤ r.

Suppose the entries with −1 in ra+1, ra+2, . . . , rt are located in the i1, i2 . . . , it−a-th columns of MT, then ip ≤ r for all
1 ≤ p ≤ t− a. Observe that [t] is the set of indices of all columns in MT. Suppose [t] \ {i1, i2, . . . , it−a} = {j1, j2, . . . , ja}.
Then, the a× a sub-matrix of the intersection of the rows r1, r2, . . . , ra and the j1, j2, . . . , ja-th columns of A is singular. A
contradiction. �

1Note that when q is a power of 2, the minus operand can be removed, as shown in Example 1, since subtraction and addition are equivalent on the Galois
field GF(q) in this case.
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C. Locality of Interleaved Cauchy Reed Solomon Codes

A code is systematic if the codeword contains a segment that is identical to the message being encoded. For a linear block
code, systematic encoding of messages with length k is performed via a generator matrix containing a k× k submatrix being
the identity matrix Ik. Systematic codes are of interest because of their low complexity mapping from any valid codeword to
the message it represents, as well as their low encoding complexity due to the fact that only parities need extra calculation
steps. Based on the aforementioned notation, a systematic generator matrix of a code on G(V,E) has the following structure:

G =


Ik1 A1,1 0 A1,2 . . . 0 A1,p

0 A2,1 Ik2 A2,2 . . . 0 A2,p

...
...

...
...

. . .
...

...
0 Ap,1 0 Ap,2 . . . Ikp Ap,p

 , (1)

where all elements are from a Galois field GF(q), q = 2θ and θ ≥ 2.
Following the notation in the previous subsections, the codeword at node vi is ci = (mi,

∑
j∈[p] mjAj,i), and it has two parts.

We call mi the systematic part, and
∑
j∈[p] mjAj,i the local parities of ci. More specifically, we refer to

∑
j∈[p],j 6=imjAj,i,

miAi,i as the additional local parities and the original local parities at vi, respectively. For any j ∈ [p], j 6= i, symbols
in miAi,j are referred to as the cross parities of vi from node vj . Note that by saying “parities” we actually mean “parity
symbols”. We use these two terms interchangeably in the remaining text.

The submatrices {Ai,j}i,j∈[p] in our construction are either zero matrices, Cauchy matrices, or products of Cauchy matrices.
For this reason, we call codes represented by a generator matrix in (1) as interleaved Cauchy Reed Solomon (CRS) codes.
The primary property of interleaved CRS codes is that each local message mi is to be obtained locally by only accessing the
codeword ci stored at vi if the number of erasures in ci does not exceed an upper bound that is determined by some local
parameters. We next provide an exemplary construction, Construction 1, to illustrate the locality of interleaved CRS codes.

Construction 1. (Interleaved CRS codes) Let p ∈ N, k1, k2, . . . , kp ∈ N, n1, n2, . . . , np ∈ N, δ1, δ2, . . . , δp ∈ N, with
rx = nx−kx > 0 for all x ∈ [p]. Let P = ([p]× [p])\{(i, i)}i∈[p], and I ⊆ P is such that for all (x, y) ∈ I , Ax,y is non-zero.
Let Ix = {i : (x, i) ∈ I}, for each x ∈ [p], and suppose Ix = {i1, i2, · · · , i|Ix|}. Let δ′x =

∑
y∈Ix δy , for all x ∈ [p]. Let GF(q)

be a Galois field such that q ≥ maxx∈[p]{nx + δ′x}.
For each x ∈ [p], let ax,i, i ∈ [kx + δx], and bx,j , j ∈ [rx − δx + δ′x], be distinct elements of GF(q). Consider the Cauchy

matrix Tx ∈ GF(q)(kx+δx)×(rx−δx+δ
′
x) such that Tx = Y(ax,1, . . . , ax,kx+δx ; bx,1, . . . , bx,rx−δx+δ′x). For each x ∈ [p], we

obtain {Bx,i}i∈Ix , Ux, Ax,x, according to the following partition of Tx:

Tx =

[
Ax,x Bx,i1 . . . Bx,i|Ix|

Ux Zx

]
, (2)

where Ax,x ∈ GF(q)kx×rx , Bx,i ∈ GF(q)kx×δi , Ux ∈ GF(q)δx×rx . Moreover, let Ax,y = Bx,yUy , for (x, y) ∈ I; let
Ax,y = 0kx×ry , for (x, y) ∈ P \ I .

Matrices Ax,x and Ax,y are substituted in G specified in (1), for all x, y ∈ [p]. Let C1 represent the code with the generator
matrix G.

Following the notation in Subsection II-A, suppose in a DSN that is implemented with a code specified in Construction 1,
all nodes are able to communicate with each other. For all x ∈ [p], let dx,1, dx,2 represent the maximum number of erasures
that node vx can tolerate with local access to the codeword cx, and global access to all the codewords {cx}x∈[p], respectively.
Lemma 2 presents the value of the local and the global correction capabilities of codes proposed in Construction 1. Note that
even though mjAj,i = mjBj,iUi gives the explicit cross parities, symbols resulting from mjBj,i can accurately be seen as
the cross parities too since they constitute a set of independent linear combinations of message symbols, and they contain all
the information node vj provides to node vi, for all vi, vj ∈ V, i 6= j. Therefore, in the remainder of this paper, we also refer
to mjBj,i as the cross parities or the cross parity symbols for simplicity.

Lemma 2. In code C1 specified in Construction 1, dx,1 = rx − δx, dx,2 = rx + δ′x, for x ∈ [p].

Proof. For each x ∈ [p], define yx =
∑
y∈Ix myBy,x. It follows from mG = c and (1) that for x ∈ [p], cx = [mx,mxAx,x + yxUx].

Define the local parity-check matrix HL
x and the global parity-check matrix HG

x , for each x ∈ [p], as follows:

HG
x =

[
Ax,x Bx,i1 . . . Bx,i|Ix|

−Irx 0rx×δ′x

]T
, HL

x =

 Ax,x

−Irx
Ux

T

.

We next prove the equations of the local correction capability dx,1 = rx−δx and the global correction capability dx,2 = rx+δ′x
using HL

x and HG
x , x ∈ [p].

To prove the equation of the local correction capability, let c̃x = [cx,yx]. Then, one can show that c̃x belongs to a code
CLx with the local parity-check matrix HL

x . From Lemma 1, CLx is an (nx + δx, kx, rx + 1)q-code. Therefore, any rx erasures
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TABLE I
POLYNOMIAL AND BINARY REPRESENTATION OF GF(24)

0 0000 β4 1100 β8 1010 β12 1111
β 0100 β5 0110 β9 0101 β13 1011
β2 0010 β6 0011 β10 1110 β14 1001
β3 0001 β7 1101 β11 0111 β15 = 1 1000

T1 = T2 =

[
A1,1 B1,2

U1 Z1

]
=

[
A2,2 B2,1

U2 Z2

]
=


1

β−β8
1

β−β9
1

β−β10
1

β−β11

1
β2−β8

1
β2−β9

1
β2−β10

1
β2−β11

1
β3−β8

1
β3−β9

1
β3−β10

1
β3−β11

1
β7−β8

1
β7−β9

1
β7−β10

1
β7−β11

 =


β5 β12 β7 β9

1 β4 β11 β6

β2 β14 β3 β10

β4 1 β9 β7

 . (3)

in c̃x are correctable. Provided that yx has length δx, we can consider the entries of yx as erasures, and thus any (rx − δx)
erasures in the remaining part of c̃x, i.e., cx, can be corrected. Therefore, dx,1 = rx − δx.

To prove the equation of the global correction capability, assume all the local codewords except for cx are successfully
decodable locally. For each x ∈ [p], let sx =

[
mxBx,i1 , . . . ,mxBx,i|Ix|

]
and c̄x = cx − [0kx ,yxUx]. Then, one can show

that HG
x c̄

T
x = [0rx , sx]

T. From Lemma 1 and from the construction of HG
x , any (rx + δ′x) erasures in c̄x are correctable, and

thus (rx + δ′x) erasures in cx are also correctable. Therefore, dx,2 = rx + δ′x. �

Next, we give an example of Construction 1 where I = P . Namely, all the Ax,y , (x, y) ∈ P , are non-zero matrices.
Example 1 also demonstrates how erasures are corrected.

Example 1. Let q = 24, p = 2, r = r1 = r2 = 3, δ = δ1 = δ2 = 1, k = k1 = k2 = 3, n = n1 = n2 = k + r = 6,
δ′ = δ′1 = δ′2 = δ1 + δ2 − δ = 1. Then, d1 = r − δ′ = 3− 1 = 2, d2 = r + δ′ = 3 + 1 = 4. Choose a primitive polynomial of
degree 4 over GF(2): g(X) = X4 +X + 1. Let β be a root of g(X). Then, β is a primitive element of GF(24). The binary
representation of all the symbols in GF(24) is provided in Table I.

Let A1,1 = A2,2, B1,2 = B2,1, U1 = U2, and T1 = T2 as specified in (3). Therefore,

A1,2 = A2,1 = B2,1U1 =

 β13 β9 β3

β10 β6 1
β14 β10 β4

 .
Then, the generator matrix G is specified as follows,

1 0 0 β5 β12 β7 0 0 0 β13 β9 β3

0 1 0 1 β4 β11 0 0 0 β10 β6 1
0 0 1 β2 β14 β3 0 0 0 β14 β10 β4

0 0 0 β13 β9 β3 1 0 0 β5 β12 β7

0 0 0 β10 β6 1 0 1 0 1 β4 β11

0 0 0 β14 β10 β4 0 0 1 β2 β14 β3

 =

[
Ik1 A1,1 0k1×k2 A1,2

0k2×k1 A2,1 Ik2 A2,2

]
.

Suppose m1 = (1, β, β2) and m2 = (β, 1, 0). Thus, c1 = (1, β, β2, β14, 0, 0) and c2 = (β, 1, 0, β6, 0, β13). Moreover, HL
1

and HG
1 are specified as follows,

HG
1 =


β5 β12 β7 β9

1 β4 β11 β6

β2 β14 β3 β10

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0


T

, HL
1 =



β5 β12 β7

1 β4 β11

β2 β14 β3

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
β4 1 β9



T

.

According to Construction 1, G is the generator matrix of a double-level accessible code that corrects 2 local erasures by
local access, and corrects 2 extra erasures within a single cloud by global access. In the following, we denote the version of
c1 having erasures by c′1, and erased symbols by ei, i ∈ N.

As an example of decoding by local access, suppose c′1 = (1, e1, β
2, e2, 0, 0). Then, the erased elements of c̃1 = (1, e1, β

2,
e2, 0, 0, e3) can be retrieved using HL

1 as its parity-check matrix. In particular, we solve HL
1 c̃

T
1 = (0, 0, 0)T for e1, e2, e3 and

obtain (e1, e2, e3) = (β, β14, β7). Therefore, we have decoded c1 successfully.
As an example of decoding by global access, suppose c′1 = (e1, e2, β

2, e3, e4, 0), and suppose c2 has been decoded
successfully as c2 = (β, 1, 0, β6, 0, β13), which implies that m1B1,2U2 = (β6, 0, β13) − β · (β5, β12, β7) − 1 · (1, β4,
β11) = (1, β11, β5). Since U2 = (β4, 1, β9), we obtain m1B1,2 = β11. Moreover, we compute m2B2,1U1 = (β11, β7, β). Let
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�i,1;;

�i,1;B1
i

di,0

di,1

�i,2;;

�i,2;B2
i

di,2

�i,3;;

�i,3;B3
i

di,3

Fig. 2. EC hierarchy of node vi ∈ V . The values di,0 and di,`, 1 ≤ ` ≤ 3, represent the maximum number of erasures vi can tolerate in the local decoding,
and decoding with the assistance of the 1-st to the `-th level cooperations of the codeword ci, i.e., cooperating with nodes in A`i , respectively. However, even
for a fixed A`i , different sets W of nodes that are recovered in B`i may also result in different EC capabilities; we refer to them as (λi,`;W ), ∅ ⊆ W ⊆ B`i .

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

A1,1 B1,2U2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
B2,1U1 A2,2 B2,3U3 0 B2,5U5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 B3,2U2 A3,3 B3,4U4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 B4,3U3 A4,4 B4,5U5 B4,6U6 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 B5,2U2 0 B5,4U4 A5,5 B5,6U6 0 B5,8U8 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 B6,4U4 B6,5U5 A6,6 B6,7U7 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 B7,6U6 A7,7 B7,8U8 B7,9U9 0 B7,11U11 0
0 0 0 0 B8,5U5 0 B8,7U7 A8,8 B8,9U9 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 B9,7U7 B9,8U8 A9,9 B9,10U10 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 B10,9U9 A10,10 B10,11U11 B10,12U12

0 0 0 0 0 0 B11,7U7 0 0 B11,10U10 A11,11 B11,12U12

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 B12,10U10 B12,11U11 A12,12

(4)

c̄1 = c′1− (0, 0, 0, β11, β7, β) = (e′1, e
′
2, β

2, e′3, e
′
4, β). Then, we solve HG

1 c̄
T
1 = (0, 0, 0, β11)T and obtain (e′1, e

′
2, e
′
3, e
′
4) = (1,

β, β10, β7). Therefore, e1 = e′1 = 1, e2 = e′2 = β, e3 = e′3 + β11 = β14, e4 = e′4 + β7 = 0, and we have decoded c1
successfully.

Note that Construction 1 is proposed based on the assumption that any node is able to communicate with all the nodes in
the network; namely, the underlying DSN has a specific topology embodied in a complete graph. However, as discussed in
Section I and shown in Fig. 1, practical DSNs are not necessarily constrained into any specific structures. A major reason is
that nodes are typically scattered in geographically separated locations and communicate with only a few nodes nearby. Even
if connections of nodes are not determined by physical locations, their logical connections can still be of any topology tailored
for particular requirements from users of the services those nodes provide. Therefore, it is important to generalize our previous
construction into one that fits into arbitrary topologies. In the next section, we take network topology into account and focus
on constructions that are topology-adaptive.

III. COOPERATIVE DATA PROTECTION

In this section, we first mathematically describe the EC hierarchy and its depth associated with the given DSN. EC hierarchy
specifies the EC capabilities of nodes while cooperating with different sets of other nodes. We then propose a cooperation
scheme where each node only cooperates with its single-hop neighbors.

A. EC Hierarchy

Denote the EC hierarchy of node vi ∈ V by a sequence di = (di,0, di,1, . . . , di,Li
), where Li is called the depth of di,

and di,` represents the maximum number of erased symbols vi can recover in its codeword ci from the `-th level cooperation,
for all ` ∈ [Li]. The maximum number of erased symbols vi can recover in ci locally, i.e., without communicating with
neighboring nodes, is di,0.

For each vi ∈ V such that Li > 0, there exist two series of sets of nodes, denoted by ∅ ⊂ A1
i ⊂ A2

i ⊂ · · · ⊂ ALi
i ⊆ V

and {B`i}Li

`=1, where A`i ∩ B`i = ∅ for all ` ∈ [Li], and a series (λi,`;W)∅⊆W⊆B`
i
. In the `-th level cooperation, node vi ∈ V

tolerates λi,`;W (∅ ⊆ W ⊆ B`i ) erasures if all nodes in A`i ∪W are able to decode their own messages, where the maximum
value is λi,`;B`

i
= di,` and is reached when W = B`i ; the minimum value is λi,`;∅ and is reached when W = ∅. See Fig. 2

for illustration.
We first take a look at the cooperation schemes with the EC hierarchy of depth 1. For the EC hierarchy of depth 1, A1

i is
always a subset of the neighbors of vi, while B1i is the set of all nodes in A1

j , for all j such that vj is in A1
i , except the ones

in {vi} ∪ A1
i .
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A1
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Fig. 3. DSN for Example 2. Nodes in A1
2 are neighbors of v2 and are required to be locally-recoverable to remove cross parities from the parity part of c2.

Nodes in B12 are neighbors of nodes in A1
2 except for v2 and nodes in A1

2 themselves. For any node vj in A1
2, only when all the neighbors of vj in B12 are

recovered, vj can provide extra parity symbols to v2.

B. Single-Level Cooperation

We now discuss the case where each node only has cooperation of depth 1. Consider a DSN represented by G(V,E) that is
associated with parameters (n,k, r) and a class of sets {Mi}vi∈V such that ∅ ⊂Mi ⊆ Ni, for all vi ∈ V . In Construction 2,
we present a joint coding scheme where node vi only cooperates with nodes inMi, for all vi ∈ V . Heterogeneity is obviously
achieved since ni, ki, ri, are not required to be identical for all vi ∈ V .

Our previous result in [1] represents a special case of Construction 2, where the motivating application was in centralized
cloud storage. Construction 2 extends that work to deal with arbitrary decentralized topologies, in contrast to the tree-like
topology prevalent in. centralized networks. Example 2 and Example 3 illustrate the efficacy of the proposed construction in
decentralized storage.

Construction 2. Let G(V,E) represent a DSN associated with parameters (n,k, r) and a local EC parameter δ, where
r � δ � 0. Let p = |V | and GF(q) be a Galois field of size q, where q > max

vi∈V

(
ni + δi +

∑
vj∈Mi

δj

)
.

For each i ∈ [p], let ai,x, x ∈ [ki + δi], and bi,y , y ∈
[
ri +

∑
vj∈Mi

δj

]
, be distinct elements of GF(q). Consider the Cauchy

matrix Ti ∈ GF(q)
(ki+δi)×(ri+

∑
vj∈Mi

δj) such that Ti = Y(ai,1, . . . , ai,ki+δi ; bi,1, . . . , bi,ri+
∑

vj∈Mi
δj ). Matrix G in (1) is

assembled as follows. For each i ∈ [p], we obtain {Bi,j}vj∈Mi
, Ui, Ai,i, according to the following partition of Ti:

Ti =

[
Ai,i Bi,j1 . . . Bi,j|Mi|

Ui Zi

]
, (5)

where Mi = {vj1 , vj2 , . . . , vj|Mi|
}, Ai,i ∈ GF(q)ki×ri ,Ui ∈ GF(q)δi×ri , Bi,j ∈ GF(q)ki×δj , for vi ∈ V and vj ∈ Mi. Let

Ai,j = Bi,jUj if vj ∈Mi, otherwise let it be a zero matrix.
Denote the code with generator matrix G by C1.

Theorem 1. In a DSN with C1, di = (ri − δi, ri +
∑
vj∈Mi

δj), A1
i =Mi, and B1i =

⋃
vj∈Mi

(Mj \ ({vi} ∪Mi)), for all
vi ∈ V . Furthermore, the EC hierarchy associated with di,1 is (λi,1;W)∅⊆W⊆B1

i
, where

λi,1;W = ri +
∑
j:vj∈Mi,(Mj\{vi})⊆(Mi∪W) δj .

Proof. It follows directly from Lemma 2 that for all i ∈ [p], the i-th entry of the EC hierarchy at node vi is di = (ri − δi,
ri +

∑
vj∈Mi

δj). The remaining task is to prove that λi,1;W = ri +
∑
j:vj∈Mi,(Mj\{vi})⊆(Mi∪W) δj .

For all vi ∈ V , let si =
∑
vj∈Mi

mjBj,i. We first notice that for any vi ∈ V , vj ∈ Mi, if mj is recoverable, then the
additional cross parities sjUj and the original cross parities mjAj,j of vj can be computed. Therefore, sj can be computed,
and if all the messages {mj′}vj′∈Mj\{vi} are further recoverable, then the cross parities miBi,j of vi from vj can be computed
from miBi,j = sj −

∑
vj′∈Mj\{vi}mj′Bj′,j .

Previous discussion implies that for anyW , ∅ ⊆ W ⊆ B1
i , if (Mj \{vi}) ⊆ (Mi∪W), then the additional δj cross parities

miBi,j of mi can be obtained. Therefore, λi,1;W = ri +
∑
j:vj∈Mi,(Mj\{vi})⊆(Mi∪W) δj . �

Example 2. Consider the DSN shown in Fig. 3. LetMi = Ni in Construction 2, for all i ∈ [12]. The matrix in (4) is obtained
by removing all the block columns of identity surrounded by zero matrices from the generator matrix (1) of C1, and is referred
to as the non-systematic component of the generator matrix.

Take node v2 as an example. Observe that A1
2 = M2 = {v1, v3, v5}, A1

1 = M1 = {v2}, A1
3 = M3 = {v2, v4},

and A1
5 =M5 = {v2, v4, v6, v8}. Therefore, B12 =

⋃
j∈{1,3,5}Mj \ {v1, v2, v3, v5} = {v4, v6, v8}. Moreover, d2 = (r2 − δ2,

r2+
∑
j∈{1,3,5} δj), λ2,1;∅ = λ2,1;{v6} = λ2,1;{v8} = λ2,1;{v6,v8} = r2+δ1, λ2,1;{v4} = λ2,1;{v4,v6} = λ2,1;{v4,v8} = r2+δ1+δ3,

and λ2,1;{v4,v6,v8} = r2 + δ1 + δ3 + δ5.
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Fig. 4. The erasure pattern in Example 4. Red and non-red nodes refer to nodes where the codewords stored at them are non-locally-recoverable and
locally-recoverable, respectively.

Consider the case where the 1-st level cooperation of v2 is initiated, i.e., the number of erasures lies within the interval
[r2 − δ2 + 1, r2 + δ1 + δ3 + δ5]. Then, if m1,m3,m5 are all locally-recoverable, the cross parities m1B1,2, m3B3,2, m5B5,2

computed from the non-diagonal parts in the generator matrix can be subtracted from the parity part of c2 to get m2A2,2.
Moreover, the successful decoding of m1 makes m2B2,1 known to v2. This process provides (r2 + δ1) parities for m2, and
thus allows v2 to tolerate (r2 + δ1) erasures.

In order to correct more than (r2+δ1) erasures, we need extra cross parities generated from B2,3U3 and B2,5U5. However,
local decoding only allows v3, v5 to know m2B2,3 + m4B4,3 and m2B2,5 + m4B4,5 + m6B6,5 + m8B8,5, respectively.
Therefore, v3 needs m4 to be recoverable to obtain the extra δ3 cross parities, and v5 needs m4, m6, m8 to be recoverable
to obtain the extra δ5 cross parities.

As shown in Example 2, instead of presenting a rigid EC capability, our proposed scheme enables nodes to have correction of
a growing number of erasures with bigger sets of neighboring nodes recovering their messages. Therefore, nodes automatically
choose the shortest path to recover their messages, thus significantly increasing the average recovery speed, especially when
the erasures are distributed non-uniformly and sparsely, which is important for blockchain-based DSNs [31], [32]. Moreover,
nodes with higher reliabilities are utilized to help decode the data of less reliable nodes, enabling correction of erasure patterns
that are not recoverable in our previous work in [1]. We show these properties in Example 3 and Example 4.

Example 3. (Faster Recovery Speed) Consider a DSN with the cooperation scheme specified in Example 2. Suppose the
time to be consumed on transferring information through the communication link ei,j is ti,j ∈ R+, where ti,j = tj,i for all
i, j ∈ [12], i 6= j, and max{t1,2, t2,5} < (t2,3 + t3,4) < t2,5 + min{t4,5, t5,6, t5,8}.

Consider the case where c2 at node v2 has (r2 + 1) erasures, which implies that in addition to the case of m1, m3, m5

being obtained locally, recovering m4 is sufficient for v2 to successfully obtain its message. The time consumed for decoding is
(t2,3 + t3,4). Therefore, any system using network coding with the property that a node failure is recovered through accessing
more than 4 other nodes will need longer processing time for this case.

Example 4. (Flexible Erasure Patterns) Consider the DSN with the cooperation scheme specified in Example 2. Suppose
{mi}i/∈{2,4,8,10} are all locally-recoverable. Then, consider the case where mi has (ri + 1) erasures for i ∈ {2, 4, 8, 10},
which exemplifies a correctable erasure pattern for our proposed codes.

The hierarchical coding scheme presented in [1] can recover from this erasure pattern only if the code used adopts a
partition of all nodes into 4 disjoint groups, each of which contains exactly a node from {v2, v4, v8, v10}, as shown in Fig. 4.
Moreover, the partition of the code in [1] results in a reduction of the EC capability of the 1-st level cooperation at every
node except for v1, v12 because the additional information Construction 2 allows to flow through the edges marked in blue no
longer exists.

C. Recoverable Erasure Patterns

For a code specified for a DSN according to Construction 2, we next investigate the recoverable erasure patterns under the
proposed EC solution. Throughout this paper, for any edge (i, j) from vi to vj in a directed graph G(V,E), we call vj a child
of vi, and vi a parent of vj .

In the DSN depicted in Fig. 5, suppose all codewords stored at black nodes are locally-recoverable; those stored at green
nodes, e.g., vi with i ∈ {6, 8, 12}, are recoverable by accessing their neighboring nodes in A1

i only; and those in blue nodes,
e.g., vi with i ∈ {0, 2, 3, 5, 10}, need some nodes in B1i to be also recoverable since they need to obtain extra cross parities
from at least one of their neighboring nodes in A1

i . As an example, assume that node v0 needs to obtain extra parities from
only one of its neighbors, say v1. This condition requires codewords stored at v2, v3, v13, v14, v15 all being recoverable. Since
codewords in v13, v14, v15 are already locally-recoverable, this case essentially requires codewords in v2, v3 to be recovered.
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Fig. 5. Decoding graph in Definition 2. Black and non-black nodes refer to locally-recoverable and non-locally-recoverable nodes, respectively, where green
nodes are recoverable without requiring any node that is not in their neighborhood to be recovered. The subgraph marked in red is a decoding graph at root
node v0. When there exists an edge pointing from vi to vj , vi needs to obtain cross parities from vj while decoding v0, where the edges are solid if and
only if vi is non-locally-recoverable.

For simplicity, we just refer to this requirement as “v0 needs v2, v3”. Similarly, v2 needs v5, v6, v3 needs v6, v10, v5 needs
v6, v8, and v10 needs v6, v12. Given that codewords in v6, v8, v12 are recoverable, all the blue nodes are recoverable following
the order v5, v10, v2, v3, v0.

Note that in this paper, we suppose that in the protocol carrying out the decoding algorithm, each node, when receiving a
request, either replies back with the required message, provided that the information gathered at this node suffices to provide
the answer, or broadcasts a request to all its neighbors to ask for the information it needs. For now, we assume that nodes
remain intact during decoding.

We next define the so-called decoding graph of each node where the codeword stored there is recoverable in a DSN. For a
given node, this graph describes the aforementioned order of decoding non-locally-recoverable nodes involved in the process
of decoding this particular node. Observe that connections between any two nodes having their codewords locally-recoverable
are omitted for simplicity.

Definition 2. (Decoding Graph) Let G(V,E) represent a DSN with |V | = p and i ∈ [p]. Let T (V, E) denote a directed
subgraph of G associated with vj . For all vi ∈ V , denote the set containing all children of vi by VC

i , and that containing all
parents of vi by VP

i . Suppose vj ∈ V is the only node without parents. We call this node the root of T . We call any node
without children a leaf. Suppose then the codewords of all the leaves of T are not locally-recoverable, and any other vi ∈ V
satisfies one of the following conditions.

1) The codeword stored at vi is locally-recoverable; VP
i ∪VC

i consists of all the nodes in Mi such that codewords stored at
them are not locally-recoverable and |VP

i | = 1.
2) The codeword stored at vi is not locally-recoverable; codewords stored at nodes in VP

i ∪ VC
i are all locally-recoverable.

We call T a decoding graph at its root node vj over G(V,E).

As shown in Fig. 5, the decoding graph T at node v0 is marked in red. Nodes marked in green are leaves in T . Nodes
v1, v4, v7, v9, v11 satisfy Condition 1. Take v1 as an example, VP

1 = {v0}, and VC
1 = {v2, v3}. We know that M1 = {v0, v2,

v3, v13, v14, v15}, where codewords stored at nodes in VP
i ∪VC

i = {v0, v2, v3} are not locally-recoverable. This local constraint
enforces the node in VP

1 , i.e., v0, to obtain the extra cross parities from v1 after codewords stored at nodes in VC
1 are recovered.

Nodes v0, v2, v3, v5, v6, v10, v8, v12 satisfy Condition 2, and they are the nodes that need to recover their codewords in order
that v0 recovers its codeword.

Based on the definition of decoding graphs, Theorem 2 describes recoverable erasure patterns in a DSN.

Theorem 2. Let C be a code with single-level cooperation on a DSN represented by G(V,E), where C and all related
parameters are specified according to Construction 2. Let u ∈ Np such that u � n. Suppose C and u satisfy the following
conditions:

1) Let V NL represent the set that contains all the nodes vi, i ∈ [p] such that ui > ri− δi. Let V L = V \ V NL. Then, for any
vi ∈ V NL, Mi ⊂ V L.

2) For any vi ∈ V NL, there exists a decoding graph Ti(Vi, Ei) at root vi over G. Moreover, for any leaf vj of Ti, uj ≤ rj;
for any node vj ∈ Vi ∩ V NL, uj ≤ rj +

∑
vk∈VC

j
δk.

Then, u is a recoverable erasure pattern of C over G(V,E).

Proof. For any node vi ∈ VNL, consider the decoding graph Ti(Vi, Ei) at root vi. Denote the number of nodes contained in
V L on the longest directed path connecting node vi with a leaf in Ti by li, which is referred to as the decoding depth of vi.
We prove the statement “any node in G is recoverable” by mathematical induction on the decoding depth of the node.
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Fig. 6. DSN in Example 5. Black and non-black nodes refer to nodes that are locally-recoverable and non-locally-recoverable, respectively. The decoding
graphs at v0 are marked with color red. Any solid blue line connects a black node vi and an non-black node vj , where vi is a child of vj , and all neighbors
of vi except for vj are children of vi, in the decoding graph at root vj . The blue lines uniquely describe the decoding graphs at each non-black node.

v0

v0

Fig. 7. DSN in Example 6. Meanings of the components of the graphs are identical to those in Fig. 6.

The decoding graph of a node with decoding depth 0 contains only the node itself. The first condition implies that all
neighbors of any node that is not locally-recoverable (in VNL) are locally-recoverable (in VL). Therefore, any node vi ∈ VNL

tolerates at least ri erasures. This means that nodes with decoding depth 0 are recoverable.
Suppose the statement is true for any node vj ∈ VNL with decoding depth less than or equal to ` ∈ N. Then, for any node

vi with decoding depth `+ 1, let Si denote the union of all sets VC
j such that vj ∈ VC

i . Since the subgraph of Ti rooted at any
node vj ∈ Si is a decoding graph of vj with length at most `, vj is recoverable. Condition 1) in Definition 2 indicates that all
neighbors of vj ∈ VC

i except for vi are recoverable and miBi,j is known, which provides δj extra parities of mi. Therefore,
node vi tolerates up to ri +

∑
vj∈VC

i
δj erasures, thus is recoverable according to Condition 2). Consequently, the statement

for `+ 1 is also true.
By induction, the statement is true for all the nodes, and the theorem is true. �

The following two examples illustrate Theorem 2. They follow the notation in Construction 2 and Theorem 2.

Example 5. Fig. 6 presents two erasure patterns, u1 = (u1,1, u1,2, . . . , u1,p) (left) and u2 = (u2,1, u2,2, . . . , u2,p) (right), on
the same DSN denoted by G(V,E) with the EC solution characterized by C specified in Construction 2. Suppose there exists
δ ∈ N such that δi = δ for all i ∈ [p].

For any i ∈ [p], vi is marked in black if uj,i ≤ ri−δ, in green if ri−δ < uj,i ≤ ri, and in blue otherwise, where j ∈ {0, 1}.
In the left panel, that specifies u1, any node vi marked in blue satisfies ri < u1,i ≤ ri + δ. In the right panel, that specifies
u2, any node vi marked in blue satisfies ri < u2,i ≤ ri + 6δ.

Note that any non-black node is connected to exactly one black node by a blue edge, where the non-black node is the only
parent of the black node in Definition 2. Then, for any node vi in G(V,E), there exists a decoding graph at vi, with the leaves
being all marked in green. In Fig. 6, the decoding graph at the node v0 is marked in red on each graph of the two. Let di be
the maximum number of erasures node vi tolerates, for all i ∈ [p], and ∆i = di − ri. Suppose p → ∞ in G(V,E). Denote
the average of all ∆i’s by ∆.

In the first subgraph, there will be approximately 2p/3 nodes with any vi of them satisfying ∆i = −δ, and approximately
p/3 nodes with any vi of them satisfying ∆i = δ. Thus, ∆ = −δ/3. Similarly, in the second graph, there will be approximately
2p/3, 2p/9, and p/9 nodes with any vi of them satisfying ∆i = −δ, ∆i = 0, and ∆i = 6δ, respectively. Thus, ∆ = 0.

Example 6. Similar to Example 5, Fig. 7 also presents two erasure patterns on another DSN with an EC solution characterized
by C specified in Construction 2. Suppose there exists δ ∈ N such that δi = δ for all i ∈ [p].
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v1
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v3 v4

Fig. 8. Information flow in cooperative data protection. As a neighbor of v2, v1 helps in removing the cross parities from the parity part of c2. However,
nodes v3 and v4 also indirectly help v1 to provide extra cross parities to v2 if they are recovered. This can be interpreted as information flow from v3 and
v4 to v2 through v1.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

A1,1 B1,2U2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
B2,1U1 A2,2 B2,3U3 0 B2,5U5 0 0 BcV8;2 BcV9;2 BdV10;3 BdV11;3 0

0 B3,2U2 A3,3 B3,4U4 0 0 0 BeV8;2 BeV9;2 BfV10;3 BfV11;3 0
0 0 B4,3U3 A4,4 B4,5U5 B4,6U6 0 BαV8;2 BαV9;2 BgV10;2 BgV11;2 0
0 B5,2U2 0 B5,4U4 A5,5 B5,6U6 0 B5,8U8 0 0 BhV11;2 BhV12;2

0 0 0 B6,4U4 B6,5U5 A6,6 B6,7U7 BβV8;2 BβV9;2 BjV10;2 0 BjV12;2

0 0 0 0 0 B7,6U6 A7,7 B7,8U8 B7,9U9 BlV10;2 B7,11U11 BlV12;2

0 BmV2;2 BmV3;2 ByV4;2 B8,5U5 ByV6;2 B8,7U7 A8,8 B8,9U9 BnV10;2 BnV11;2 0
0 BoV2;2 BoV3;2 BzV4;2 0 BzV6;2 B9,7U7 B9,8U8 A9,9 B9,10U10 BpV11;2 BpV12;2

0 BqV2;3 BqV3;3 BrV4;2 0 BrV6;3 BsV7;3 BsV8;3 B10,9U9 A10,10 B10,11U11 B10,12U12

0 BxV2;3 BxV3;3 BtV4;2 BtV5;2 0 B11,7U7 BuV8;3 BuV9;3 B11,10U10 A11,11 B11,12U12

0 0 0 0 BvV5;2 BvV6;3 BwV7;3 0 BwV9;3 B12,10U10 B12,11U11 A12,12

(6)

For any i ∈ [p], vi is marked in black if uj,i ≤ ri−δ, in green if ri−δ < uj,i ≤ ri, and in blue otherwise, where j ∈ {0, 1}.
In the left panel, that specifies u1, any node vi marked in blue satisfies ri < u1,i ≤ ri + 3δ. In the right panel, that specifies
u2, any node vi marked in blue satisfies ri < u2,i ≤ ri + δ. In Fig. 7, the decoding graph at the node v0 is marked in red on
both graphs of the two.

We follow the definitions of ∆i’s, i ∈ [p], and ∆, stated in Example 5. In the left panel, there will be approximately p/2
nodes with any vi of them satisfying ∆i = −δ, approximately p/3 nodes with any vi of them satisfying ∆i = 0, and p/6 nodes
with any vi of them satisfying ∆i = 3δ. Thus, ∆ = 0. Similarly, in the right panel, there will be approximately p/2 and p/2
nodes with any vi of them satisfying ∆i = −δ and ∆i = δ, respectively. Thus, ∆ = 0.

Remark 1. (Information Flow in Coded DSN) Note that the values of ∆i’s, i ∈ [p], in Example 5 and Example 6 imply the
unbalanced reliabilities of nodes in the coded DSN. In other words, any node (black) vi with ∆i < 0 is of higher reliability than
any node (blue) vi with ∆i > 0. Therefore, any blue node utilizes extra information from non-black nodes in its neighborhood.
The average ∆ being nonnegative can be interpreted as a higher level of intrinsic information flow among nodes with different
reliabilities in the coded DSN.

For example, as shown in Fig. 8, suppose v1 is a locally-recoverable node with neighboring nodes v2, v3, and v4. If v3
and v4 are recoverable, then v1 provides δ1 extra parities to node v2. Therefore, the information flows from v3 and v4 to v2
through v1, which is depicted in the figure.

IV. MULTI-LEVEL COOPERATION

In this section, we extend the construction presented in Subsection III-B to codes with EC hierarchies of depth larger than
1. As is shown in schemes with single-level cooperation, cooperation utilizes the redundant information from nodes with fewer
erasures to help in decoding of nodes that cannot be decoded locally. However, each node only obtains additional parities
from its neighbors in the single-level cooperation, which immediately motivates us to explore multi-level cooperation to further
improve the global EC capability of each node. Although multi-level cooperation inevitably degrades the local EC capability of
each node, it enables the DSN to tolerate erasure patterns where erasures are distributed non-uniformly among the nodes, such
as bursty erasures in few sparsely scattered nodes. In this section, we investigate the EC hierarchy of multi-level cooperation
schemes. We first define the so-called cooperation graphs that describe how the nodes are coupled to cooperatively transmit
information, and then prove the existence of hierarchical codes over a special class of cooperation graphs: the so-called
compatible graphs.

A. Cooperation Graphs
Based on the aforementioned notation, for each vi ∈ V and ` ∈ [Li], let I`i = A`i \ A`−1i (with A0

i = ∅) and refer to it as
the `-th helper of vi. We next define the so-called cooperation matrix.
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Fig. 9. Matrices D (left) and X (right) in Example 7. A numerical entry ` at position (i, j) in the left panel implies that vj is adjacent to vi in the `-th
level cooperation of vi, while symbolic entries (letters) in the right panel represent the indices of the component matrices Ai,j .

Definition 3. For a joint coding scheme C for a DSN represented by G(V,E) with |V | = p, the matrix D ∈ Np×p, in which
Di,j equals to ` for all i, j ∈ [p] such that j ∈ I`i , ` ∈ [Li], and zero otherwise, is called the cooperation matrix.

As an example, the cooperation matrix in Example 2 is exactly the adjacency matrix of the graph in Fig. 3. Note that
cooperation graphs corresponding to some joint coding schemes must satisfy certain properties. In Subsection IV-B, we prove
the existence of codes if the cooperation matrix represents a so-called compatible graph. Before going into details of the
construction, we present an example to provide some intuition.

Example 7. Recall the DSN in Example 2. We present a coding scheme with the cooperation matrix specified in the left panel
of Fig. 9. The non-systematic part of the generator matrix is shown in (6), which is obtained through the following process:

1) Partition all the non-zero, non-one elements into structured groups, each of which is marked in either a rectangle or a
hexagon in D, as indicated in the left panel of Fig. 9.

2) Replace the endpoints of each horizontal line segment in Step 1 with s ∈ S (S is a set of symbols), as indicated in the
right panel of Fig. 9; denote the new matrix by X.

3) Assign a parameter γs ∈ N to each s ∈ S, and a matrix B′s ∈ GFki×γs to any (i, j) such that Xi,j = s.
4) For each i ∈ [p], ` ∈ [L], let ηi;` = maxs:k∈I`i ,Xk,i=s

γs, assign Vi;` ∈ GF(q)ηi;`×ri to vi; let Bs =
[
B′s,0ηi;`−γs

]
;

compute Ai,j = BsVj;` for s = Xi,j , l = Di,j .
5) Compute Ai,j for Xi,j = 1 according to Construction 2.
Note that the colors of submatrices in (6) are consistent with the colors of cycles in Fig. 9. Let us again focus on node v2. Let
I12 = {v1, v3, v5}, I22 = {v8, v9}, I32 = {v10, v11}. Then, B12 = {v4, v6, v8}, B22 = {v4, v6}, B32 = ∅, d2,0 = r2−δ2−ηi;2−ηi;3,
d2,1 = r2 + δ1 + δ3 + δ5, d2,2 = d2,1 + γc, d2,3 = d2,2 + γd. Note that for each i ∈ [p], s = Xi,j , and l = Di,j , γs denotes
the maximum number of parity symbols vi can obtain from vj in the `-th level cooperation, and ηi;` represents the reduction
in the value of the local erasure correction capability needed at vi because of its `-th level cooperation.

We first show that knowing {mj}vj∈A1
2

is sufficient for removing s2 =
∑
j∈I12 mjBj,2U2 +

∑3
`=2

∑
j∈I`2 mjBXj,2

V2;`

from the parity part of c2. Note that if the rows of Ai,i, Ui, and {Vi;`}`∈{2,3} are linearly independent, then for all `,∑
j∈I`i mjBXj,i

is recoverable if mi is recoverable. In our example, this means that {mjBj,2}j=1,3,5, m8Bm + m9Bo,
m10Bo + m11Bx are known, which means s2 is also known. Therefore, s2 is removed from the parity part of c2 through the
1-st level cooperation. We next show that additional parities are obtained through `-th level cooperations with ` ∈ {2, 3}.

In the 2-nd level cooperation, m8,m9 are known. Therefore, m2Bc +m3Be +m4Bα +m6Bβ is also known. We remove
m3Be, that is obtained via v3, from the parity part of c2. In order to obtain the γc parities from m2Bc, one needs m4,m6

to be recoverable. Therefore, B22 = {v4, v6}, d2,2 = d2,1 + γc, λ2,2;∅ = d2,1.

The cooperation matrix adopts a partition of non-zero, non-one elements into groups where each of them forms a cycle
(see Example 7). Suppose there are T cycles. Represent each cycle with index t ∈ [T ] by a tuple Ct = (Xt, Yt, {Xt;j}j∈Yt

,
{Yt;i}i∈Xt

, gt, (`t;j)j∈Yt
), where Xt and Yt denote the sets containing indices of the rows and the columns of the cycle,

respectively. Let Xt;j = {i1, i2} for j ∈ Yt, where (i1, j), (i2, j) are the vertices of the cycle Ct with column index j. Let
Yt;i = {j1, j2} for i ∈ Xt, where (i, j1), (i, j2) are the vertices of the cycle Ct with row index i. Let gt denote a group
number assigned to the cycle Ct, which will be explained shortly. Observe that any two vertices of a cycle that share the same
column have the same cooperation level. Let `t;j denote the number representing the cooperation level assigned to the vertices
(i1, j), (i2, j) of the cycle Ct where Xt;j = {i1, i2}. Suppose values in (gt)t∈[T ] span all the values in [A], for some A ∈ N.
For any g ∈ [A], denote the set containing all t such that gt = g by Tg .
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Fig. 10. Cooperation graph of Example 7. Dashed directed edges are used for cooperation level 2, and dash-dotted directed edges are used for cooperation
level 3.
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Fig. 11. Possible local matching graphs and their corresponding local cooperation matrices contained in a multi-level cooperation graph between 6 nodes.

For example, let t = 1 for the blue cycle at the bottom left panel of the matrices in Fig. 9. Then, the cycle C1 is represented
by ({10, 11, 12}, {4, 5, 6}, {X1;j}6j=4, {Y1;i}12i=10, 1, (`1;j)

6
j=4), where X1;4 = {10, 11}, X1;5 = {11, 12}, X1;6 = {10, 12},

Y1;10 = {4, 6}, Y1;11 = {4, 5}, Y1;12 = {5, 6}, and `1;4 = `1;5 = `1;6 = 3.
Observe that cycle Ct, t ∈ [T ], in Fig. 9 essentially represents a cycle in the complementary graph2. Ḡ of G on V , since

each vertex (i, j) on the cycle implies that Di,j 6= 1, i.e., there is no edge connecting vi and vj in G, and there is an edge
(i, j) in the complementary graph Ḡ. Cycle Ct can also be interpreted as a pair of non-adjacent edges or non-overlapping
triangles in G with vertices from Xt and Yt. We mark Xt, Yt, add an edge with arrow and the label gt that points from Xt to
Yt for each t ∈ [T ], and obtain the so-called cooperation graph3. The cooperation graph for the coding scheme in Example 7
is shown in Fig. 10.

From the aforementioned description, a cooperation graph does not necessarily lead to a unique cooperation matrix, since
the latter requires not only to further specify the associated set of cooperation levels, but also to identify the associated local
matching graph, to be defined soon, for each cycle Ct if Xt has more than two nodes. For example, Fig. 11 presents three
out of a total of six possible ways to specify {Xt;j}j∈Yt

and {Yt;i}i∈Xt
for a cooperation cycle Ct with Xt = {i1, i2, i3}

and Yt = {j1, j2, j3}. As indicated by Fig. 11, each specified cycle of the three is uniquely represented by the set {(i,
j)}i∈Xt,Yt\Yt;i={j} of edges that are not on the cycle. In these three graphs, if a double-dashed blue line with bidirectional
arrows connects node vix to node vjy , this means that vix cooperates with the two nodes in Yt \ {vjy} in the cooperation
involving vertices on the two triangles containing vjx , viy , respectively. We refer to the resulting graph as a matching graph
corresponding to a cycle. If there is more than one cycle involved in the matching graph, we call that graph a local matching
graph. If cycles in the local matching graph are all the cycles of a cycle group, we call that graph an isolated local matching
graph and will discuss it in detail in Subsection IV-B.

Observe that although in Example 7, the cooperation levels (`t;j)t∈[T ],j∈Yt
specified for all the nodes on any cycle Ct,

2The complementary graph of a graph G(V,E) consists of all nodes in V and all edges that are not in E.
3Note that there are two types of edges in the graph. The edges of one type connect nodes that are directly connected in their 1-st level cooperation, and

these are solid edges in the graph. The edges of the other type point between two groups of nodes (edges or triangles) that are adjacent in their higher level
cooperation, and these are dashed arrows in the graph. For simplicity, “connected” here is used with the meaning of “adjacent”.
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Fig. 12. Cycles and the assignment for part of the cooperation matrix on the compatible graph of a symmetric cooperation.

t ∈ [T ], are identical, this case is not a necessary condition. We present an example in Example 8, in which cooperation levels
for nodes on the same cycle can be different. This example provides intuition both in deciding conditions that ensure a graph
to be a cooperation graph, and in how to assign cooperation levels to such a cooperation graph if it exists.

In Subsection IV-B, we introduce the method of assigning cooperation levels over a given cooperation graph to obtain a
so-called compatible graph. The algorithm to find a cooperation graph over a DSN G(V,E) with a given topology is described
in Subsection V-A.

Example 8. The left panel of Fig. 12 presents the cycle representation of a subgraph of a compatible graph on a DSN.
Denote nodes associated with the left-most column to the right-most column by v1 to v28 in order, and let Fig. 13 represent the
subgraph containing nodes {vi}5≤i≤22 of the cooperation graph. The right panel of Fig. 12 denotes the cooperation matrix
of {vi}10≤i≤22.

Note that some sub-matrices of the cooperation matrix are marked in dashed colored rectangles; these sub-matrices are all
square matrices and have all non-diagonal entries being ones. For any such rectangle, there are cycles marked in the same
color (as the rectangle) that are totally contained within the columns spanned by this rectangle; these cycles are assigned a
unique group number to form a group as specified in the previous subsection. In Fig. 13, instead of writing the group number
assigned to each cycle, we mark the arrow connecting nodes representing the row and column indices of the cycle with a
specified color for simplicity. Moreover, each one of those dashed rectangles corresponds to a maximum clique in G(V,E)
that denotes the DSN.

One can easily observe that cooperation levels assigned to entries in different columns within the same cycle are not always
identical. Cooperation levels assigned to two nodes within the same column are identical if and only if they are on the same
cycle or they are on different cycles from the same group.

Given all the aforementioned conditions, repeat steps 2)–5) specified in Example 7 to obtain a generator matrix of a
cooperative coding scheme on the DSN in this example (Example 8). Then, for any node, the cross parities resulting from
each cycle group can be derived from accessing other nodes in the maximum clique that contains this group. That is to say,
by communicating with all the single-level neighbors, the cross parities for each cooperation level of any node vi ∈ V are
computable and can then be subtracted from the parity part of codeword ci.

Take node v14 as an example. The column representing v14 intersects with green cycles C1 and C3, and red cycles C4,
C5, C6, and C7, corresponding to the 3-rd and the 2-nd level cooperation, respectively. All the nodes in the green clique
{v12, v13, v14, v15} except for v14 itself are locally-recoverable. Thus, their cross parities, resulting from the cooperation the
green cycles represent, are computable, and they sum up to the 3-rd level cross parity of c14. Similarly, the 2-nd level cross
parity of c14 can also be derived if the other two nodes in the red clique {v14, v15, v16} are locally-recoverable.
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Fig. 13. Cooperation graph of Example 8. For each node, all maximum cliques containing it are marked with different colors. For any dashed arrow pointing
from an edge (or a triangle) to another edge (or another triangle), with the color identical to that of the maximum clique containing the latter one: it represents
a cycle in the cooperation graph that is contained in the columns spanned by this maximum clique.

More details, including the code construction, are given in Subsection IV-B and Subsection V-A.

Moreover, although Example 7 has a topologically symmetric cooperation graph and also a topologically symmetric com-
patible graph, it is not necessary in principle to constrain them to be symmetric. In the case where asymmetric cooperation is
allowed, the basic components of the cooperation graph are edges instead of cycles, which allows more flexibility in choosing
the cooperation graph. However, this asymmetry increases the complexity of defining the decoding graph for a node. Therefore,
for simplicity, we only discuss topologically symmetric cooperations in this paper.

B. Construction over Compatible Graphs

We have defined the notion of cooperation graphs in Section IV-A. Observe that the cooperation graphs shown in Fig. 10
and Fig. 13 satisfy a set of conditions that define the so-called compatible graph. We show in Theorem 3 the existence
of a hierarchical coding scheme with cooperation graph G if G is a compatible graph. The coding scheme is presented in
Construction 3.

Definition 4. For any graph G(V,E) with |V | = p, a subgraph G′(V ′, E′) is called a maximum clique of G if any two nodes
in V ′ are connected, and there does not exist any node in V \V ′ that is connected to all nodes in V ′. The set of all maximum
cliques of G is referred to as the collection of maximum cliques over G and is denoted by S(V,E). Each maximum clique
in S is represented by a subset S of [p], where S consists of the indices of all nodes in the maximum clique.

Table II summarizes some notation associated with cooperation graphs that are used throughout the remainder of the paper.
Take the DSN and its cooperation matrix shown in Fig. 12 as an example. Observe that the green cycles in the columns spanned
by the maximum clique {12, 13, 14, 15} are indexed by 1, 2, and 3, and the red cycles in the columns spanned by the maximum
clique {14, 15, 16} are indexed by 4, 5, 6, and 7. These green and red cycles have group numbers 1 and 2, respectively. Suppose
those cycles corresponding to the 2-nd level cooperation of v14 with top edges in the row representing v14 are labeled with
8, 9, 10, and 11. Note that these cycles and cycles C4, C5, C6, and C7 are symmetric with respect to the diagonal. Then,
T1 = {1, 2, 3}, T2 = {4, 5, 6, 7}; A14 = {1, 2}; S(1) = {12, 13, 14, 15}, S(2) = {14, 15, 16}; U14;1 = V14;3 = {3, 4, 8, 9};
U14;2 = V14;2 = {6, 7, 10, 11, 18, 20, 21, 22}; R14;2 = {4, 5, 6, 7}; T14;2 = {8, 9, 10, 11}; `5;14 = 2; M14 = N14 = {v12,
v13, v15, v16}. Definition 5 formally defines the sufficient conditions that result in a compatible graph, which were discussed
informally in Example 8. Note that this definition of compatible graphs is more general than that presented in the short version
of the paper [2], since the cooperation levels of nodes on different columns of cycles are allowed to be different here.

Definition 5. Let G be a cooperation graph on G(V,E), where G is represented by {Ct = (Xt, Yt, {Xt;j}j∈Yt
, {Yt;i}i∈Xt

,
gt, (`t;j)j∈Yt

)}t∈[T ]. Suppose node vi ∈ V has Li cooperation levels. We call G a compatible graph on G if the following
conditions are satisfied:

1) For any vi ∈ V , Mi ⊆ Ni.
2) All cycles Ct with t ∈ [T ] are disjoint.
3) For any g ∈ [A], there exists a maximum clique S(g) ∈ S(V,E) such that for all t ∈ Tg , Yt ⊆ S(g).
4) For each vi ∈ V , ` ∈ [Li], there exists a unique g ∈ Ai, such that Vi;` = Ui;g; denote g by g(i; `).

Construction 3. Let G(V,E) represent a DSN with parameters (n,k, r). Suppose G is a compatible graph on G, with
parameters {Ct = (Xt, Yt, {Xt;j}j∈Yt

, {Yt;i}i∈Xt
, gt, (`t;j)j∈Yt

)}t∈[T ]. Suppose node vi ∈ V has Li cooperation levels.
Let δ be the 1-st level cooperation parameter. For any vi ∈ V and g ∈ Ti;`, assign a cooperation parameter γi;t ∈ N to the

cooperation between node vi and nodes in Yt;i. Let ηj;` = maxi∈Vj;`
γi;t, for ` ∈ [Li].
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TABLE II
NOTATION ASSOCIATED WITH COOPERATION GRAPHS.

Notation Physical Interpretation
A The total number of different cycle groups
T The total number of different cycles
Tg The set consisting of indices of cycles with group number g
Ai The set of group numbers of those cycle groups that intersect with the column representing vi
S(g) The set consisting of vertices of the maximum clique that contains all columns spanned by cycles in group g
Uj;g The intersection of all cycles contained in group g with the column representing vj
Rj;` The set consisting of indices of cycles that intersect with the column representing node vj at its `-th level cooperation
Vj;` The intersection of all cycles contained in Rj;` with the column representing vj
Ti;` The set consisting of indices of cycles that intersect with the row representing node vi at its `-th level cooperation

(cycles with labels in Rj;` and Ti;` are symmetric with respective to the diagonal)
`t;j The cooperation level of node vj in cycle Ct
γi;t The maximum number of parity symbols that nodes in cycle Ct can provide to node vi
Mi The set of nodes in the 1-st level cooperation graph of vi
Ni The set of nodes in the neighborhood of vi

Let ui = ki + δi +
∑Li

`=2 ηi;`, vi = ri +
∑
vj∈Mi

δj +
∑

2≤`≤Li,t∈Ti;`
γi;t, for i ∈ [p]. For each i ∈ [p], let ai,s, s ∈ [ui],

and bi,t, t ∈ [vi], be distinct elements of GF(q), where q ≥ maxi∈[p]{ui + vi}.
Matrix G in (1) is assembled as follows. Consider the Cauchy matrix Ti on GF(q)ui×vi such that Ti = Y(ai,1, . . . ,

ai,ui ; bi,1, . . . , bi,vi), for i ∈ [p]. Then, we obtain Ai,i, Bi,j , Ei;`, Ui, Vi;`, for i ∈ [p], j ∈ [p] \ {i}, ` ∈ [Li], according to
the following partition of Ti:

Ti =


Ai,i Bi Ei;2 . . . Ei;Li

Ui

Vi;2

...
Vi;Li

Zi

 , (7)

where Bi =
[
Bi,j1 . . . Bi,j|Mi|

]
, (8)

and Ei;` =
[
Ei;`;t1 . . . Ei;`;t|Bi;`|

]
, (9)

such that Mi = {vj1 , vj2 , . . . , vj|Mi|
}, Ti;` = {t1, t2, . . . , t|Ti;`|}, Ai,i ∈ GF(q)ki×ri , Ui ∈ GF(q)δi×ri , Vi;` ∈ GF(q)ηi;`×ri ,

Bi,j ∈ GF(q)ki×δj for all vj ∈ M1
i , and Ei;`;t ∈ GF(q)ki×γi;t . Let Bi,j =

[
Ei;`;t,0ki×(ηj;`−γi;t)

]
, and Ai,j = Bi,jVj;`, for

all j ∈ Yt;i, t ∈ Ti;`. Let Ai,j = Bi,jUj , for vj ∈Mi; otherwise Ai,j = 0ki×ri . Substitute the components of G in (1).
Let C2 represent the code with generator matrix G.

Theorem 3. The code C2 has EC hierarchies di = (di,0, di,1, . . . , di,Li), for all vi ∈ V , where di,0 = ri−δi−
∑Li

`=2 ηi;`, di,1 =
ri +

∑
vj∈Mi

δj , and di,` = ri +
∑
vj∈Mi

δj +
∑

2≤`′≤`,t∈Ti;`′
γi;t. Moreover, I1i =Mi, B1i =

⋃
vj∈Mi

(Mj \ ({vi} ∪Mi)).

For 2 ≤ ` ≤ Li, I`i =
⋃
t∈Ri;`

{vj : j ∈ Xt;i}= {vj : j ∈ Vi;`}, B`i =
⋃
vj∈I`i

(
I`j \ ({vi} ∪ A`i)

)
(recall A`i =

⋃
`′≤l I`

′

i ),
λi,`;W = ri +

∑
j:vj∈Mi,(Mj\{vi})⊆(Mi∪W) δj +

∑
(i,t):2≤`′≤`,t∈Ti;`,Yt;i={j,j′},

I`t;jj \A`′
i ⊆({vi}∪W) or I

`
t;j′

j′ \A`′
i ⊆({vi}∪W)

γi;t, ∅ ⊆ W ⊆ B`i .

Proof. For any node vj ∈ V , denote the cross parities of vj due to cooperation with nodes in I`j by sj;`, ` ∈ [Lj ]. The cross
parities are given by the following equation:

sj;` =

{∑
vk∈Mj

mkBk,j , ` = 1,∑
k∈Vj;`

mkBk,j , 2 ≤ ` ≤ Lj .
(10)

Thus, the codeword stored at vj ∈ V can be expressed in the following form:

cj = mjAj,j +
∑

vk∈Mj

mkBk,jUj +

Lj∑
`=2

∑
k∈Vj;`

mkBk,jVj;`

= mjAj,j + sj;1Uj +
∑Lj

`=2
sj;`Vj;`.

(11)

Provided that the rows of Aj,j , Uj , and {Vj;`}Lj

`=2 are linearly independent, mj and {sj;`}`∈[Lj ] are all computable if cj is
locally-recoverable.

We first show that by communicating with all the neighboring nodes in the 1-st level cooperation, the cross parities {si;`}`∈[Li]

of any node vi ∈ V can be computed and removed from the parity part of the codeword stored at this node if all its neighbors
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are locally-recoverable. Under this condition on the neighbors of vi, calculating si;1 is trivial. Next, we prove for 2 ≤ ` ≤ Li
that {si;`} can also be computed.

Condition 4) in Definition 5 indicates that there exists a unique g = g(i; `) ∈ Ai, such that the following equation holds:

si;` =
∑

j∈Ui;g

mjBj,i. (12)

Moreover, Condition 3) guarantees the existence of a maximum clique S(g) ∈ S(V,E) such that for all t ∈ Tg , Yt ⊆ S(g).
Let βi;g = max{(i,`):g(i;`)=g} ηi;`, and ui;` =

[
si;`,0βi;g−ηi;`

]
, for all i ∈ [p], ` ∈ [Li]. We now consider:∑

(i,`):g(i;`)=g

ui;` =
∑

t∈Tg,i∈Xt,j∈Yt;i

[
miBi,j ,0βi;g−ηi;`t;i

]
=

∑
t∈Tg,i∈Xt,j∈Yt;i

[
miEi;`t;i;t,0βi;g−γi;t

]
=

∑
t∈Tg,i∈Xt

0βi;g
= 0βi;g

.

It follows that si;` can be derived from ui;` if all sj;`′ such that g(j; `′) = g are known. Condition 3) in Definition 5 implies that
all these j’s belong to S(g), and the set of nodes indexed by S(g) is a subset ofMi, which means that all the aforementioned
sj;`′ ’s are computable given that the neighbors of vi are locally-recoverable.

We have proved that all the `-th level cross parities, ` ∈ [Li], of any node vi ∈ V can be computed if the neighboring nodes
are locally-recoverable. Now, we move forward to calculate the EC hierarchies of each node. Observe that the local and the
1-st level cooperation erasure correction capabilities are proved the same way they are proved for Theorem 1. Thus, we only
consider cases where 2 ≤ ` ≤ Li in the following graph.

Moreover, for 2 ≤ ` ≤ Li, any cycle Ct with index t ∈ Ti;` has a potential to provide additional γi;t in the `-th level
cross parities to vi. Therefore, di,` = ri +

∑
vj∈Mi

δj +
∑

2≤`′≤`,t∈Ti;`′
γi;t. The term γi;t is added to the EC capability if

any one of the two nodes vj and vj′ , Yt;i = {j, j′}, obtains its γi;t cross parities at vi through its `t;j-th or `t;j′ -th level
cooperation. Namely, any one of miBi,j and miBi,j′ provides the value of miEi;`t;i,t, and thus provides extra γi;t parity
symbols to vi. Provided that sj;`t;j can be computed if vj is locally-recoverable, one needs to know the cross parities from all
the nodes in the set I`t;jj \{vi} to obtain those extra γi;t parity symbols, i.e., those nodes are locally-recoverable, which means
I`t;jj \ A`i ⊆ {vi} ∪ W . Similarly, the condition of vj′ successfully calculating these γi;t cross parities at vi is described as

I`t;j′j′ \A`i ⊆ {vi}∪W . Therefore, the overall requirement is stated as “I`t;jj \A`i ⊆ {vi}∪W or I`t;j′j′ \A`i ⊆ {vi}∪W”. From
this discussion, we reach that B`i =

⋃
t∈Ti;`,j∈Yt;i

(I`t;jj \ ({vi} ∪ A`i)) and λi,`;W = ri +
∑
j:vj∈Mi,(Mj\{vi})⊆(Mi∪W) δj +∑

(i,t):2≤`′≤`,t∈Ti;`′ ,Yt;i={j,j′},
I`t;jj \A`′

i ⊆({vi}∪W) or I
`
t;j′

j′ \A`′
i ⊆({vi}∪W)

γi;t, for ∅ ⊆ W ⊆ B`i . �

Note that although in a DSN represented by G(V,E), node vi ∈ V cooperates with all nodes in I`i in the `-th level
cooperation, 2 ≤ ` ≤ Li, it is not necessary that all codewords stored in nodes from I`i need to be recovered. The reason is
that these nodes are partitioned into node pairs where the two nodes in the same pair provide exactly the same group of parity
symbols and only one of them needs to be recovered for node vi to recover its codeword, as we discussed in Theorem 3.

For example, suppose Fig. 11 corresponds to a subgraph of a DSN with a recoverable erasure pattern. The pink triangles
and the dashed arrows represent the `-th level cooperation at each node such that no other nodes are involved in the `-th level
cooperation of these nodes, i.e., Ct is the only cycle in the cycle group containing it. As discussed in Theorem 3, to remove the
local cross parities of each node, neighbors of any non-locally-recoverable node should all be locally-recoverable. Therefore,
there exists at most one non-locally-recoverable node in each one of the two triangles. For any i ∈ Xt, previous conditions
indicate that at least one of the two nodes with indices in Yt;i is locally-recoverable; let it be node vj , where j ∈ Yt;i. We
know that Yt;j consists of i and i′ for some i′ ∈ Xt and i′ 6= i. Since the codeword stored at vj is locally-recoverable and
Ct forms an isolated cycle group, the cross parity miBi,j + mi′Bi′,j can be derived at node vj . Since the codeword at vi′ is
locally-recoverable, mi′Bi′,j can be further subtracted from the cross parity to obtain miBi,j . This observation indicates that
regardless of the way the matching graph is specified and the indices of the nodes that are not recovered, the non-recovered
nodes are able to obtain their `-th level cross parities. For example, suppose then vi1 and vj1 in Fig. 11 are not locally-
recoverable. Since Vi1;` = {j1, j3} and I`i = {vj1 , vj3}, the aforementioned discussion demonstrates that recovering vi1 does
not require vj1 to be recovered.

In Fig. 11, the additional erasure correction capabilities offered to the nodes are identical regardless of the structure of the
local matching graph. However, this may not be true in general, if more than one cycle gets involved. In general, different local
matching graphs are likely to result in non-identical erasure correction capabilities. In particular, although the EC hierarchies
are defined by (λi,l;W)∅⊂W⊂B`

i
for each individual node at each cooperation level, this can be more elaborately defined since

accessing a different subset of nodes in Ili may result in different EC capabilities even if W are the same, and λi,l;W only
specifies the largest one. We show it in details by Example 9.
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Fig. 14. Possible local matching graphs contained in a multi-level cooperation graph between 9 nodes. The nodes are partitioned into three groups, where
nodes within each one of them are pairwisely connected. Each dashed double-sided arrow represent a cycle.

Given an isolated matching graph G′, if none of the non-locally-recoverable nodes are able to derive any additional cross
parities solely from the local cooperation specified by G′, i.e., all cycles in G′ constitute a cycle group, we call it an absorbing
matching graph.

In Example 9, EC capabilities of compatible graphs resulting from the same cooperation graph associated with different
local matching graphs, as shown in Fig. 14, are discussed. We prove that the left two panels are two absorbing matching
graphs, while the right two panels are not, which also demonstrates that the EC capability is not uniquely determined by the
cooperation graph. Instead, the local matching graph also matters.

We focus on the local cooperation graph between 9 nodes in a DSN G(V,E), where V = {vi}i∈[9]. Let V1 = {v1, v4, v7},
V2 = {v2, v5, v8}, and V3 = {v3, v6, v9}, and suppose nodes in each one of these sets mutually cooperate with nodes in each of
the remaining two sets. According to the definition of cooperation graphs, each one of the graphs represents 3 cycles, {Ci}i∈[3],
where Xi = {3j + i}0≤j≤2, Yi = Xi+1, and X4 = X1. Suppose {Ci}i∈[3] form an isolated cycle group in the cooperation
graph on G. Represent each one of the cycles by a specified matching graph and refer to the resulting local matching graph as
an isolated local matching graph. Fig. 14 presents four different isolated local matching graphs on these nodes. Let colors blue
and black refer to nodes that are non-locally-recoverable and locally-recoverable nodes, respectively. Then, each Vi, i ∈ [3],
contains at most one blue node if it is contained in a recoverable erasure pattern.

Example 9. (Absorbing Matching Graphs) Consider the left-most local matching graph in Fig. 14, we notice that v1, v2,
v3 are mutually connected (and we will show that the connections between the rest of the nodes actually do not matter,
thus we omit them in the figure). Without loss of generality, it is sufficient to prove that v1 is not able to obtain any extra
parity symbols from cycle C1. Since v1 and v2 are connected, we know that Y1;1 = {5, 8}. Thus, v1 needs to either obtain
m1B1,5 from v5 or m1B1,8 from v8. Since v2 and v3 are connected, both v5 and v8 have cross parities at node v3. Therefore,
the parities vi, i ∈ {5, 8}, are of the form si = m1B1,i + m3B3,i + mjBj,i + mj′Bj′,i, where j ∈ {4, 7}, j′ ∈ {6, 9}.
If codewords stored at node vj and vj′ are all locally-recoverable, their parities can be subtracted from si to obtain the
remainder s′i = m1B1,i + m3B3,i. Observe that in order to obtain m1B1,i, m3B3,i needs to be obtained first. That is to
say, v1 can only obtain additional parities unless the message in v3 is recovered. However, following a similar process, we
will need v2 to be recovered for v3, and v1 to be recovered for v2. This cyclic requirement indicates that v1, v2, and v3 are
“absorbed” into a balanced situation where none of them can be recovered first, which cannot be broken unless information
from the rest of the graphs is provided.

Similarly, we can prove that the second-to-the-left panel is also an absorbing matching graph. Since the connections between
the three triangles are symmetric, it is still sufficient to prove that v1 is not able to obtain any extra parity symbols from cycle
C1. Since v1 and v5 are connected, we know that Y1;1 = {2, 8}. Given that v2 is not locally-recoverable, the only path for
v1 to obtain extra parities is to obtain m1B1,8 from v8. Observe that v8 is connected to v7 and v9 in the matching graph,
which means that v8 has cross parities at v1, v3, v4, and v6. Therefore, v8 needs v3, v4, and v6 to be all recovered in order to
subtract m3B3,8, m4B4,8 and m6B6,8 from m3B3,8+m4B4,8+m6B6,8 to obtain m1B1,8. This requires v3 to be recovered.
Following a similar argument to that of the left-most panel, this graph is also an absorbing matching graph.

Moving on to the second-from-the-right panel, v5 has cross parities at v7, v6, v9, and v1. Therefore, v1 is able to obtain
the cross parities resulting from cooperation cycle C3 through v5. Similarly, v2 is able to obtain the cross parities resulting
from cooperation cycle C2 through v4. Finally, v3 is able to obtain its cross parities from C3 and C2.

Now we look at the right-most panel, v4 has cross parities at v5, v8, v9, and v3. Therefore, v3 is able to obtain the cross
parities resulting from cooperation cycle C3 through v4. Similarly, v3 is also able to obtain the cross parities resulting from
cooperation cycle C2 through v5. After that, one of v1 and v2 is able to obtain additional parities from C1, and the other one
can obtain additional parities from both C1 and its cooperation with v6 and v9.

Note that the major difference between the second-to-the-right and the right-most panel is that the decoding of v1 provides
no additional parities on v2 and v3 in the third one. Therefore, if each cycle Ci, i ∈ [3], provides η cross parities at each of
its nodes, the third and the fourth graphs allow up to additional 4η and 5η cross parities, respectively.
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Fig. 15. Information coupling. The two graphs represent two different erasure patterns for the non-absorbing local matching graphs in Fig. 11. While the
information flow depicts the communication between any two nodes separated by a distance of 1 or 2 in their 1-st level cooperation, it is not able to fully
describe higher level cooperations. Two cycles in a local matching graph also help the decoding of nodes on each other through their shared nodes, and we
call this “information coupling”.

We have shown in the previous example that the left-most two panels in Figure 11 are absorbing matching graphs, and
they become non-absorbing matching graphs if any of the blue nodes turns to be recovered from cooperation with the rest of
the graph. In this case, without loss of generality, suppose v3 is recovered, then v1 in these two graphs is also recoverable
according to discussion in Example 9. While in the left-most panel, nodes in Il1 are indeed all locally recovered, those in the
second graph from the left are not. We also notice that in the right-most panel, nodes in Il1 are locally recovered to recover
v1, while those in the second-to-the right panel are not. Given that any isolated matching graph corresponding to a λ1,l;W with
W = ∅, this example also demonstrates that a different set Ali will also provide different EC capabilities. While in Example 9
we already subtly discussed such a scenario, we leave more detailed analysis for future work.

Moreover, we state without proof here that the left-most two panels of Fig. 14 discussed in Example 9 are all the possible
structures of an absorbing matching graph for this specified local cooperation graph (subject to the graph isomorphism). Since
these graphs also are all the possible structures where the nine matching edges form disconnected cycles, those edges in other
matching graphs all form a cycle of length 9 and are mutually isomorphic according to permutations of v1 to v9. However,
different permutations of the nodes do result in different erasure correction capabilities. For example, the second-to-the-right
panel is isomorphic to the right-most panel if v3, v5, v7 are blue instead, as shown in Figure 15. This has no impact on the
average erasure correction capability while looking into the local matching graphs individually, but the permutation matters
while taking the connection to the rest of the graphs into consideration.

In Remark 1, we discuss the information flow between neighboring nodes, and the information flow between nodes with
distance two through their common neighbors. Observe that nodes cooperating with any given node in its higher-level
cooperations are not necessarily all within its two-hop neighborhood. However, these nodes actually provide additional parities
to the original nodes. This scenario is not covered by the previous definition of information flow, instead of it, we proposed
the notion of information coupling to describe it, as discussed in Remark 2.

Remark 2. (Information Coupling in Multi-Level Coded DSN) Take the local matching graph shown in the right-most
panel in Fig. 11 as an example. Consider the case where non-locally-recoverable nodes are v1, v2 and v3, as shown in the
left panel in Fig. 15. Node v3 is able to obtain additional parities from v4 since v5, v8 and v9 are locally-recoverable. This
case can be regarded as information flow from the cooperation between v4, v5 and v8 to the cooperation between v4, v3 and
v9 through v4.

Consider another case where the non-locally-recoverable nodes are v3, v5 and v7 instead, as shown in the right panel in
Fig. 15. Node v3 is no longer able to decode its codeword first. Instead, node v7 is able to obtain additional parities from v2
since v1, v6 and v9 are locally-recoverable. This case can be regarded as information flow from the cooperation between v1,
v2, and v7 to the cooperation between v2, v6, and v9 through v2.

The aforementioned cases indicate that for any node, nodes cooperating with it in its higher-level cooperation do not have
impact on it individually, but rather collectively. Moreover, as discussed in Example 9, this impact is not only dependent on the
local matching graphs, but also dependent on the erasure patterns. Therefore, instead of discussing information flow between
two cycles, it is more appropriate to treat all the cycles contained in any cycle group collaboratively. This can be interpreted
as information coupling resulted from the cooperation between {v1, v4, v7}, {v2, v5, v8}, and {v3, v6, v9}, as an analogy to
information coupling in network navigation.

C. Recoverable Erasure Patterns

Recall the notion of “decoding graph” in Definition 2, under which recoverable erasure patterns of the single-level cooperative
codes are described. However, in cases where higher-level cooperations are involved, Definition 2 is not enough to define and
enumerate all associated recoverable erasure patterns. In this section, we extend Definition 2 into Definition 6 to allow for the
multi-level cooperation. Recoverable erasure patterns of hierarchical codes are specified in Theorem 4.
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Fig. 16. DSN (left-most) and the local matching graph specified for 2-nd level cooperation in Example 10.

Definition 6. (Decoding Graph in Multi-Level Cooperation) Let G(V,E) represent a DSN with |V | = p. Let T (V, E) denote
a directed subgraph of G associated with vj ∈ V . For all vi ∈ V , denote the set containing the children of vi by VC

i , and the
set containing all parents of vi by VP

i . Suppose vj is the only node without parents, we call it the root of T . We call any node
without children a leaf. Suppose that all the leaves of T are not locally-recoverable, and any other vi ∈ V satisfies either one
of the following conditions.

1) The codeword stored at vi is locally-recoverable: there exists a set L ⊆ {2, . . . , Li}, with |VP
i ∩Mi| ∈ {0, 1}, |VP

i ∩Vi;`| =
1, and VP

i ∪ VC
i , that consists of all nodes with indices in Vi;` for ` ∈ L (and Mi if |VP

i ∩Mi| = 1), where codewords
stored at them are not locally-recoverable.

2) The codeword stored at vi is not locally-recoverable: codewords stored at nodes from VP
i ∪ VC

i are locally-recoverable.
We call T a decoding graph at its root node vj over G(V,E).

Theorem 4. (Flexible Erasure Patterns) Let C be a code with hierarchical cooperation on a DSN represented by G(V,E),
where C and all related parameters are specified according to Construction 3. Let u ∈ Np such that u � n. Suppose C and
u satisfy the following conditions:

1) Let V NL represent the set contains all the nodes vi, i ∈ [p] such that ui > ri − δi. Let V L = V \ V NL. Then, for any
vi ∈ V NL, Mi ⊂ V L.

2) For any vi ∈ V NL, there exists a decoding graph Ti(Vi, Ei) at root vi over G. Moreover, for any leaf vj of Ti, uj ≤ rj;
for any node vj ∈ Vi ∩ V NL, uj ≤ rj +

∑
vk∈Mi∩VC

j
δk +

∑Li

`=2

∑
k∈Vj;`∩Xt;j ,vk∈VC

j
γk;t.

Then, u is a recoverable erasure pattern of C over G(V,E).

Consider the DSN with the 1-st level cooperation graph presented in Example 5. We add the 2-nd level and the 3-rd level
cooperation graphs to the DSN and mark them in pink and olive, respectively, as shown in Example 10 and Figure 17. Black
and blue/green still refer to nodes where the stored codewords are locally-recoverable and non-locally-recoverable, respectively.
Components marked in red represent local decoding graphs, which is the subgraph of the decoding graph corresponding to the
local matching graph.

Example 10. Fig. 16 has five graphs. The left-most panel describes the cooperation graph resulting from adding the 2-nd level
cooperation among nodes to the DSN in Example 5, where there exist two possible local matching graphs that are specified by
the two graphs in the center (in the central panel). The right-most two panels present the subgraphs in local decoding graphs
corresponding to the two possible local matching graphs. Let u = (u1, u2, . . . , up) be an erasure pattern on this DSN. Under
the EC solution specified in Theorem 3, suppose there exists γ ∈ N such that γi;t = γ, for all t ∈ [T ], and i ∈ Xt.

In the specified cooperation graph, for i ∈ [p], if vi is black, then 0 ≤ ui ≤ ri − δ − γ; else if vi is green, then
ri−δ−γ ≤ ui ≤ ri+γ; otherwise ri+γ < u1,i ≤ ri+δ+γ. Since each blue node is contained in an isolated local matching
graph, it can obtain additional γ cross parity symbols from its 2-nd level cooperation according to the previous discussion
about Fig. 11. Therefore, all the non-locally-recoverable nodes are able to tolerate extra γ erasures, which means that u is a
recoverable erasure pattern of this graph but not a recoverable pattern of the left panel in Fig. 6.

Example 11. Fig. 17 has three graphs. The left-most one describes the cooperation graph resulting from adding the 2-nd and
the 3-rd level cooperations among nodes to the DSN in Example 5. We adopt the right-most local matching graph in Fig. 14 to
specify local matching graphs in this example, and it is shown in the central panel. Note that we have exchanged the indices
of v4 and v7, and those of v5 and v8 in the original graph to obtain the graph in the center. The right-most panel presents
the subgraph in local decoding graphs corresponding to the local matching graph. Let u = (u1, u2, . . . , up) be an erasure
pattern on this DSN. Under the EC solution specified in Theorem 3, suppose there exists γ ∈ N such that γi;t = γ, for all
t ∈ [T ], and i ∈ Xt.

In the specified cooperation graph, for i ∈ [p], if vi is black and is connected to two triangles, then 0 ≤ ui ≤ ri − δ − 2γ;
else if vi is black and is connected to only one triangle, then 0 ≤ ui ≤ ri−δ−γ; else if vi is blue and is connected to only one
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Fig. 17. DSN (left-most) and the local matching graph specified for 2-nd and 3-rd level cooperation in Example 11.

triangle, ri−δ−γ < u1,i ≤ ri+2γ; else if vi is green, then ri−δ−2γ < ui ≤ ri+2γ; otherwise ri−δ−2γ < u1,i ≤ ri+3γ.
Since each non-locally-recoverable node, e.g., v1, v2, and v4, is contained in an isolated local matching graph, i.e., a triangle,
laying at the bottom of this triangle, it can obtain additional 2γ cross parity symbols from it according to the previous discussion
in Example 9. Then, v3 and v5 can also obtain extra 2γ parity symbols, where γ of them are from the 2-nd level cooperation,
and the remaining γ of them are from the 3-rd level cooperation, respectively, according to Example 9. After that v0 is able to
obtain 2γ cross parity symbols from the 2-nd level cooperation (the pink triangle), and γ cross parity symbols from the 3-rd
level cooperation (the olive triangle). Following a similar logic, all codewords in the non-locally-recoverable nodes are able
to be recovered, which means that u is a recoverable erasure pattern of this graph but not a recoverable pattern of any of the
graphs in Fig. 6.

V. TOPOLOGY ADAPTIVITY, SCALABILITY, AND FLEXIBILITY

In Section IV, we have presented a construction of codes with hierarchical locality for a DSN with a given cooperation
graph, which enables the system to offer multi-level access at each node while simultaneously reducing the latency by taking
into account the communication cost between different nodes. However, multi-level accessibility is not the only property that
is desirable in practical cloud storage applications. In this section, we therefore discuss topology adaptivity, scalability, and
flexibility of our construction, which are especially critical in dynamic cloud storage.

A. Topology Adaptivity

As discussed in Section I, varying topology is a critical property of DSNs because of the dynamic nature of practical
networks. While discussing EC solutions for DSNs with a specific topology, the time cost in each communication link and
the erasure statistics of each node should also be taken into consideration to have a good trade-off between low latency and
high EC capability. Although hierarchical coding schemes over a DSN with a specified cooperation graph has been discussed
in Subsection IV-A, the method of finding a cooperation graph over DSNs with arbitrary topology has not yet been discussed.
Algorithm 1 searches for a cooperation graph over a given network; the existence of such a graph is implicitly proved in the
algorithm. Here G(V,E) denotes a DSN with the collection S(V,E) of maximum cliques.

Remark 3. (Latency Optimization in Cooperation Graphs) One might observe that although Algorithm 1 presents a general
method to search for a cooperation graph over a given DSN described by G(V,E), the resulting code is not guaranteed to
possess optimized latency. Optimization of the construction with the lowest latency is left for future work.

B. Scalability

As discussed in Section I, scalability refers to the capability of expanding the backbone network to accommodate additional
workload without rebuilding the entire infrastructure. More specifically, when a new cloud is added to the existing configuration,
computing a completely different generator matrix results in changing all the encoding-decoding components in the system,
and is very costly. The preferred scenario is that adding a new cloud does not change the encoding-decoding components of
the existing clouds.
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Algorithm 1 Cooperation Graph Search
Inputs:

G(V,E): existing DSN;
a(S): the number of different cycle groups associated with the maximum clique S ∈ S(V,E);
b(g): the number of cycles within the cycle group g;

Outputs:
G(V, E): a cooperation graph over G;
//Find a cooperation graph

1: V ← V , E ← ∅;
2: for vi ∈ V do
3: Assign a subset of Ni to Mi;
4: E ← E ∪ {ei,j : vj ∈Mi};
5: end for
6: Find the collection S(V, E) of maximum cliques over G;
7: t← 1, g ← 1;
8: for S ∈ S(V, E) do
9: for 1 ≤ i ≤ a(S) do

10: for 1 ≤ b ≤ b(g) do
11: Find an edge or a triangle contained in S and denote the set consisting of indices of its vertices by Yt;
12: Find another edge in G if |Yt| = 2; else find a triangle such that there exists a bijection f from Xt to Yt and
{ei,j}(i,j)∈Xt×Yt\{(i,f(i)):i∈Xt} ⊆ Ē , where Xt denotes the set consisting of indices of its vertices;

13: E ← E ∪ {ei,j}(i,j)∈Xt×Yt\{(i,f(i)):i∈Xt};
14: Xt;j ← Xt \ {f−1(j)}, Yt;i ← Yt \ {f(i)}, gt ← g, lt;i ← 0, for i ∈ Xt, j ∈ Yt;
15: Add Ct(Xt, Yt, {Xt;j}j∈Yt

, {Yt;i}i∈Xt
, gt, (lt;j)j∈Yt

) to G;
16: t← t+ 1;
17: end for
18: g ← g + 1;
19: end for
20: end for

//Assign associated cooperation levels to G, following the notation specified in Table II
21: for vi ∈ V do
22: Find the set Ai consisting of group numbers of those cycle groups that contain at least a cycle Ct with i ∈ Yt;
23: for g ∈ Ai do
24: Find the set Ri;g consisting of all cycles Ct such that gt = g and i ∈ Yt;
25: Denote the average distance of all nodes vj , j ∈ Xt;i, t ∈ Ri;g , by zi;
26: end for
27: Order (zi)i∈[a(S)] from the smallest to the largest, and obtain (zπ′(i))i∈[a(S)], where π′(i) is a permutation of elements

from [a(S)];
28: for g ∈ Ai and t ∈ Ri;g do
29: lt;j ← π′(i) + 1, for j ∈ Xt;i;
30: end for
31: end for
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Fig. 18. Scalability: Add a node to existing DSN.
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We show that our construction naturally achieves this goal. For simplicity, we only discuss the scalability over constructions
with single-level cooperation here. Observe that in Construction 1, the components Ax,x, Ux, and Bx,i, i ∈ [p] \ {x}, are
built locally. Suppose cloud p+ 1 is added into a double-level configuration adopting Construction 1. Algorithm 2 presents a
procedure for adding this cloud, which only results in adding some columns and rows to the original generator matrix without
changing the existing ones. Thus, the existing infrastructure does not need to be changed; each node only needs to add cross
parities it receives from the newly added node to its current parities. Moreover, with this algorithm, the erasure correction
capabilities {d1,i}vi∈Np+1

of neighboring nodes of vp+1 are increased by δp+1.

Algorithm 2 Node Addition
Inputs:

G(V,E): existing DSN;
p: number of nodes in G(V,E);
vp+1: the newly added node;
rp+1: the message length of vp+1;
kp+1: the number of parity symbols of the vp+1;
δp+1: the number of additional parities vp+1 provides globally to the DSN;
Np+1: the set of nodes to be connected to vp+1;
G: the original generator matrix;

Outputs:
G: the updated generator matrix;

1: Node vp+1 chooses its local parameters Ap+1,p+1, Up+1, and Bp+1,i, vi ∈ Np+1;
2: Node vi chooses additional cross parity matrices Bi,p+1, vi ∈ Np+1;
3: Node vp+1 sends mp+1Bp+1,i to node vi, vi ∈ Np+1;
4: Node vi sends miBi,p+1 to vp+1, vi ∈ Np+1;
5: Node vp+1 computes the stored codeword cp+1 = mp+1Ap+1,p+1 +

∑
i∈N miBi,p+1Up+1;

6: Node vi adds mp+1Bp+1,i to its current parity symbols, vi ∈ Np+1;
7: Update G accordingly;

Example 12. Consider again the set up in Example 2. Suppose a node v13 is to be added to the existing DSN and is to be
connected to nodes v9, v10, and v12, as shown in Fig. 18. The messages near the edges marked in red are sent from v13, while
those marked in blue are sent from the neighboring nodes v9, v10, and v12, to v13. Note that the new node v13 has coding
parameters chosen independently from the existing nodes according to Theorem 1, which means that it naturally achieves
scalability.

C. Flexibility

The concept of flexibility was proposed and investigated for dynamic cloud storage in [26]. In a dynamic cloud storage
system, the rate of which a given piece of data is accessed is likely to change. When the data stored at a cloud become hot,
i.e., of higher demand, splitting the cloud into two smaller clouds effectively reduces the latency. However, this action should
be done without reducing the erasure correction capability of the rest of the system or changing the remaining components.

Specifically, if the data stored at a cloud vi ∈ V become unexpectedly hot, the DSN needs to split vi into two separate
smaller clouds via and vib to maintain relatively low latency; Algorithm 3 presents the procedure to do this. For simplicity,
we focus here on the case where only the 1-st level cooperation is involved in, as presented in Construction 2.
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Fig. 19. Flexibility: Split a node to two nodes in a DSN when it gets hot such that accessing the codeword stored at each one of them achieves low latency.
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Algorithm 3 Node Splitting
Inputs:

G(V,E): existing DSN;
vi: the node to be split in G(V,E);
Ni: the set of neighboring nodes of vi;
via , vib : nodes vi is split into;
ki, kia , kib : the message lengths of vi, via , vib , respectively; ki = kia + kib ;
ri, ria , rib : the number of parity symbols of vi, via , vib , respectively; ri = ria + rib ;
δi, δia , δib : the number of additional parities vi, via , vib provides globally to the DSN, respectively; δi = δia + δib ;
G: the original generator matrix;

Outputs:
G: the updated generator matrix;

1: Node vi splits Ai,i into Aia,ia , Bib,ia , Aib,ib , Bia,ib as follows:
Aia,ia = Ai,i [1 : kia , 1 : ria ],
Bib,ia = Ai,i [kia + 1 : ki, 1 : δia ],
Aib,ib = Ai,i [kia + 1 : ki, ria + 1 : ri],
Bia,ib = Ai,i [1 : kia , ria + 1 : ria + δib ];

2: Node vi splits Bi,j , ∀vj ∈ Ni, into Bia,j and Bib,j as follows:
Bia,j = Bi,j [1 : kia , 1 : δj ],
Bib,j = Bi,j [kia + 1 : ki, 1 : δj ];

3: Node vj , ∀vj ∈ Ni, splits Bj,i into Bj,ia and Bj,ib as follows:
Bj,ia = Bj,i [1 : kj , 1 : δia ],
Bj,ib = Bj,i [1 : kj , δia + 1 : δi], ∀vj ∈ Ni;

4: Node vi splits Ui into Uia and Ub
i as follows:

Uia = Ui [1 : δia , 1 : ria ],
Uib = Ui [δia + 1 : δ1, ria + 1 : rib ];

5: Compute the additional cross parities si’s by solving the equation siUi = ci−miAi,i, where i ∈ [p]. Find sia ∈ GF(q)δia ,
sib ∈ GF(q)δ1b such that si = [sia , sib ];

6: Compute the message stored at the node via and via as follows:
cia =

[
mia ,miaAia,ia +

(
mibBib,ia + yia

)
Uia

]
,

cib =
[
mib ,mibAib,ib +

(
miaBia,ib + yib

)
Uib

]
;

7: Update G accordingly;

Note that the matrix Bi,j is vertically split into Bia,j and Bib,j , while Bj,i is horizontally split into Bj,ia and Bj,ib , for
all vj that are neighboring nodes of vi. Therefore, it is obvious that miBi,j = miaBia,j + mibBib,j and one can prove that
the local codeword cj doesn’t change for vj that is a neighboring node of vi. Moreover, since both the local and the global
parity-check matrices for each non-split cloud remain unchanged, the local and global erasure capabilities of them are not
affected according to Lemma 2. Furthermore, one can prove that the local codewords stored at the new clouds ia and ib tolerate
(ria − δia) and (rib − δib) local erasures, respectively.

Example 13. Consider again Example 2. If the data stored at node v10 become unexpectedly hot, then we split v10 into two
separate nodes v10a and v10b following Algorithm 3, as shown in Fig. 19.

Originally, node v10 needs to access all n10 = k10 +r10 symbols to obtain message m10, which results in high latency when
one has to access any set of symbols from m10 frequently. This operation results in unnecessary cost in terms of data processing
times, which can be solved by splitting v10 into two nodes v10a and v10b that store n10a = k10a + r10a and n10b = k10b + r10b
symbols, which contain the information of m10a and m10b , respectively. Local access to each one of the two nodes will require
significantly lower latency compared with a full access of the original node v10. This approach improves the latency especially
if the erasures are bursty, i.e., concentrated within any one of c10a or c10b . Even if the erasures are distributed more evenly
among c10a and c10b , the total processing time to obtain m10 will be the maximum of their individual processing times, which
is still much shorter than the original time.

VI. CONCLUSION

Hierarchical locally accessible codes in the context of centralized cloud networks have been discussed in various prior
works, whereas those of DSNs (no prespecified topology) have not been explored. In this paper, we proposed a topology-
adaptive cooperative data protection scheme for DSNs, which significantly extends our previous work on hierarchical coding
for centralized distributed storage. We discussed the recoverable erasure patterns of our proposed scheme, demonstrating that
our scheme corrects patterns pertaining to dynamic DSNs. Our scheme achieves faster recovery speed compared with existing
network coding methods, and enables an intrinsic information flow from nodes with higher reliability to nodes with lower
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reliability that are close to them on the network. Moreover, our constructions are also proved to be scalable and flexible,
making them a construction with great potential to be employed in dynamic DSNs.
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